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CALENDAR_ 
1924-1925 
Fall Term 
September 23 .. .... Registrat ion and Classification. 
September 26, 8 p. m. . . . . . . . . . . Student Reception. 
November 26, 27 ... . ..... ... Thanksgiving Lectures 
December 15 ........ Registration for Winter Term. 
December 18, 19 ... . ...... Fall Term Examinations 
December 20-29 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Christmas Holidays 
Winter Term 
December 30 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Winter Term Begins 
December 31 . . Annual Meeting of Board of Trustees 
March 9 ........ .. ... Registration for Spring Term 
March 13, 14 ...... . . : . Winter Term Examinations 
Spring Term 
March 17 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Spring Term Begins 
~4 ;--;;::;:;:v}Jaslv·i11E! A.±;j)s "' Mq, • iltou I)gLat:e-
June 2, 3 .......... . ... Spring Term Examinations 
June 4, 10 a. m . ..... .... . Commencement Exercises 
June 4, 8 p. m . ....... . . ... .. Closing Entertainment 
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Officers 
Dr. J. M. Matthews ................. ·:. Pres~dent 
W. T. Sweat ...................... Vrce-Prestdent 
J. H. Bradley . ................... . ...... Secretary 
z. D. Barber ....... ... .... ....... ... . .. Treasurer 
Executive Committee 
Dr. J. M. Matthews ............ . ....... Chairman 
J. H. Bradley . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Secretary 
Z. D. Barber 
Grover H . Webb 
E. S. Gordon 
Members of Board 
Dr. J. M. Matthews . . ... ....... Morrilton, Arkansas 
Joe H. Blue . .... ........ . .... . Morrilton, Arkansas 
W. A. McCartney .......... .... Remmel, ,\rkansas 
VW. T. Sweat . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Weldon, Arkansas 
W. S. Watson ................ Morrilton, Arkansas 
Z. D. Barbe-r . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Morrilton, Arkansas 
... C. Ray Thompson .. .. . ..... .. ...... Harper, Kansas 
John T. Thornton ............ Blackwater, Missouri 
B. F. Lowery ..... . ... . ...... Davenport, Nebraska .. . ~1-
V J. H. Bradley . ... .... . .. . ... . -Li1!tle ~Qt;~Qi.a.i~~· 
C. L. Coats . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Coal Hill, Arkansas 
T. W. Croom . .............. .... Braggs, Oklahoma 
Mrs. Bouldin Duvall . . . . . . . . . . . Imboden, Arkansas 
Mrs. J. R. Warnock . ........ . . Magnolia, Arkansas 
Mrs. Essie Hutchinson . . . . . . . . Delaplaine, Arkansas 
R. H. Johnson ................ Mor~n,,..Arkansas 
~ s ~!ills;;;;:::::~ .• ~ .••• ·~
~ J Butila,;k- ... .......... . . -,..F'~o,- ~ 
' T. L. Helm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . England, Arkansas 
\.-.-L. L. Bell .... . ....... . .. ... .... England, Arkansas 
Grover H . Webb .............. Morrilton, Arkansas 
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OFFICERS OF INSTRUCTION 
1924-1925 
College of Arts and Science 
]. N. ARMSTRONG, B. A., M.A., President. 
Professor of Ancient Language and Literature, anrl 
Bible. 
West Tennessee Christian College, 1889-91 ; South-
western Baptist University, 1892; David Lipsc~mb 
Colle()'e 1892-93; B. A. ibid., 1904; M. A., Potter Btble 
Colle~e' 1905 · Professor of Greek Literature, David 
Lipsc~~b College, six years; Professor of Greek_ Lit-
erature, Potter Bible College, four years; Prestdent 
Western Bible and Literary College, two years; Pres-
ident Cordell Christian College, 1908-1918; President 
Harper College, 1919-1924. 
ADLAI S. CROOM, B. A., (M.A.), Vice-President. \ 
'Professor of Mathematics. 
B. S. National Teacher's Normal and Business Col-
lege, 1914; B. A., University of Louisville, 1919; fo~r­
vear course in Greek and Hebrew, Southern Bapttst 
Theological Seminary, Louisville; taught two years in 
Arkansas, one in New Mexico, and three in Kentucky; 
Professor of Mathematics, Harper College, 1919-1921; 
Acting Dean, Harper College, 1920-1921; one yea r of 
graduate work in Harvard University> in mathem.at- \ 
ics, 1921-1922; further graduate work m mathemattcs, 
Chicago University, summer 1924; candidate forM. A. 
from Harvard; President of Arkansas Christian Col- 1 
lege, 192.:::.2_-1...;..9_24_. _ _ _ _ __ _ ------LLOYD CLINE SEARS, B. A., M. A., Dean, 
Professor of English Language and Literature. 
B. A. Cordell Christian College, 1916; diploma in 
public speaking, school of fine arts, Cordell Christian 
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College, 1916; Instructor in English, Cordell Christian 
College, three years; Professor of English, Harper 
College, 1918-1919; B A., University of Oklahoma, 
1919; Fellow in English, University of Kansas, 1920-
1921; JVI. A., University of Kansas, 1921; Dean <!J.1d 
Professor of E~lish, Harper <::;ollege, 1919-1924. z:>'--.. .k ~'> y • \....... .; •"" "f c: u... ,J?.1'1. 
ROBERT C. BELL, B. A., M. A., Dean of Bible)Dept. 
Professor of Bible and Sacred Literature. 
David Lipscomb College, 1898-1900; taught two 
years in Tennessee; student instructor, Potter Bible 
College, 1901-190S; Instructor in English, Cordell 
Christian College, 1909-1911; President Thorp Spring 
Christian College, 1911-1916; B. A. Austin College 
(Sherman, Texas) 1917; M: A., Southern Methodist 
·tlniversity (Dallas), 1918; Professor of English, 
Thorp Spring Christian College, 1918-19; Professor of 
English, Abilene Christian College, 1919-1923; Pro-
fessor o f English, Harper College, 1923-1924. 
B. FRANK RHODES, B. A., M. A. 
Professor of Social Sciences. 
B. A., Potter Bible College, 1904; advanced work in 
University of Kansas, 1905; M. A., University of Ok-
lahoma, 1920; Professor of History, Vlestern Bible 
and Literary College, two years; Professor of His-
tory, Cordell Christian College, four years; Professor 
of History, Thorp Spring Christian College, five years; 
Professor of History, Harper College, 1918-1922; Pro-
fessor of History, Abilene Christian College, 1922-23; 
Professor of History, Harper College, 1923-24. 
HARDING COLLEGE · 
ROY R. COONS, B. A. M A 
Professor 'of Physical S . . . 
9 
B A s· Clence. 
. . . Immons Colleo-e 1918 . ~ciences, !'bilene Christi~n Coli I;structor in Physical 
exas Umversity 1920. ebe, two years. M A 
work following the M.' _t y~a~ and a ha~f of g~ad~at~ 
1921 to September 19?? ., d o orado UmversJty June 
sor of Physical S . --, an summer of 1923. p' f 
I 
c1ences Io S , ro es-
owa, 1923-1924. ' wa ta:e College. -:\ mes, 
SAMUEL ALBERT BELL B A 
Professor of Bioloo-ical S . ' . ., (M. S.) 
S 
"' c1ences 
tudent Potter B'bl C . d L' 1 e olleg ~~ 1terary Colleo-e . I t e, and ·western Bil;Je 
B .,e~tern Bible and"' Liter~s ru~tor in Mathemati,cs 
l!J ~ Coll_eg:; Instructor inry . ollege; B. A. Potte; 
~~raell C~nstian College, ~9~3~~~~ an? Mat!lematics , 
tural Sciences, Harper C 11 . 17' Protessor o f 
seven hours and an a) . o ege, 1920-1924 · tll·ent 
degree in the U . I pl ovecl thesis toward tl M Y.-
in th~ 1.'"---~ m:rersity of Oklahoma. o- .. le 1 . S . ~~Umversity ' ·~ ,Jaduate work 
GEORGE W. KIEFFER ~-'~"""' ....t.t. It?~ 3, 
Instructor in Physical S . ' B. A. t T\ • .::~ s c1ences 
_tudent Cordell Chri t' . 
Umversity of Okl h s Jan College, 1914-19i6. B !\ 
sch 1 0 a oma 19?0 · · · ' · · ., 
00 ' wasso Oklah ' - ' pnnc1pal of hicril 
Ma1hematics aP?;:Nat ~ama, ~920-21; instructor in 
192_1-1924; e-n~...._ \\ I Science . Harper Colleo-
Umversity of III' _s£. a.ssenee for~ M S de . ,,e, moJs, ~25' . · · . gr ee tn """'-
. ' . :cs=; ih. f):~'. r.A 
Profe r 0 cL o ~M"n Lang ges an 
ERVIN . MATT EWS 
Lecturer in p 
M . D. 1): ane 
Medica l Cpfps .' d 
,M.D. 
U.S. 
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WOODSON HARDING ARMSTRONG, B. A. 
Dean of \Vomen. 
Diploma in Expression, Nashville Bible School, 1898 
studied expression under Daniels, Lowery, Pittman, 
and others; student of expression in Potter College 
(girl's school), 1904-05; Instructor in Expression, 
Western Bible and Literary College, 1905-01; Instruc-
tor in Expression, Cordell Christian College, 1909-19; 
author and producer of original dramas; B. A., David 
Lipscomb College, 1915; Dean of Women, Harper Col-
lege, 1919-1924. I 
MRS. R. R. COONS, B. S. 
Instructor in Home Economics. 
B. A. Abilene Christian <;~llege, 1920; B. S. in Home 
Economics, University of Colorado, 1922; attended 
University of Texas, summer of 1920 ; fifteen hours 
of graduate work in University of Colorado, 1923; 
graduate work in Iowa State College this summer; has 
taught in public schools of Texas four year s, in Abi-
lene Christian College one year, in Harper College one 
year, and in Moreland (Idaho) High School one year . 
GEORGE S. BENSON, B. S . 
Instructor in Physical Education. 
Graduate Kingfisher High School (Oklahoma); 
graduate Harper College, 1923 ; candidate for B. S. 
degree, Oklahoma A. and M. College, 1924; instructor 
in public schools of Oklahoma three years; intercol-
legiate debater for A. and M. College, 1923-24; special 
study of athletic coaching this summer. 
ROXIE WOODRING. 
Librarian. 
Graduate Texola (Oklahoma) High School; gradu-
ate in business, Hill's Business College, Oklahoma 
City; employed in ""The Bank of Texola ; librarian and 
instructor in business, Harper College, 1922-24. 
! 
( 
\ 
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SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS 
M ARGARET EHRESMAN, Director. 
Intructor in Expression, Public Speaking, and Art. 
Student of Expression, David Lipscomb College, 
1912-14; Newcomb U niversity, New Orleans, 1915- 16, 
1919-20 ; Curry School of Expression, Boston, 1921-23; 
Teacher"s Diploma, Curry School of Expression, 1923; 
Taught expression in Burritt College, 1917-21 ; Present 
position since 1923; Certificate in Painting, David 
Lipscomb College, 1914; Student Nevvcomb Univer-
sity School of A r t, New Orleans, 1915-16 ; Student of 
School of Fine Arts Craft and Decorative Design, 
Boston, 1923; taught painting in Burritt College, 1917-
21. Special study this summer under Bernerd Szold, 
of Paris, France, internationally known painter and 
sculptor. 
FANNIE MARIE MOODY. 
Instructor in Piano. 
Graduate of David L ipscomb College; studied in 
Ward Conservatory of Music, \i\Tard-Belmon.t Con . 
servatory of Mus1c, and the Winkler Studies; in-
structor in piano under t he supervision of the Ward 
Belmont Conservatory of Music; instructor in piano 
in the W inkler Studios, Nashville, Tennessee, six 
years; assistant in piano, David Lipscomb College, 
1921-23; instructor in piano, Harper College, 1923-24. 
LLOYD 0 SANDERSON. 
Instructor in Vocal Music. 
Gradua t e U nion and Western Normal Schools of 
Mu.sic; post-graduate work .in World's Normal 
School o f l\lusic; V ice-president of U nion Music Co. , 
a nd the Union Normal School pf Music, 1917-1920; 
special st udy in voice under Inez Dodds Barbour, 
·wich ita. }\:ansas; Vocal Instructor in Harper College 
and l\1 ilan H igh School, Milan Kan sas, 1923-24: 
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(To Be Supplied) 
Instructor in Voice. 
(To Be Supplied) ") 
Instructor in Violin. I 
ACADEMY FACULTY 
The faculty for the Academy is separate from t~e 
college faculty, and is enrolled in th~ Ac<!:demy DI-
vision which will be found elsewhere m th1s catalog. 
TEACHERS' TRAINING SCHOOL FACULTY 
The Teachers' Training School is maintained on the 
grounds for two purposes: first, to. ser~e as a laJ:>o:a-
torv for the department of Educatwn m the tramu~g 
of ~fficient teachers and in working out problems m 
elementary school methods and practice; and second. 
to o-ive a i1mited number of children the finest training 
it i~ possible for us to give them in a model ele_men~ary 
school. The training school includes the entire etght 
o-rades below the academy. It is under the general 
direction of Ptofessor Smith of the department of ed-
ucation, but each grade is also under an experienced 
and capable teacher, who conducts. all the ~or~, and 
assists students who may do practtce teachmg tn the 
department by suggestions and criticisms of their 
plans and methods. 
The faculty for the Teacher's Training School is 
also enrolled in the Academy Division. 
J . 
/ 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
HISTORY 
Harding College, which ~or its first session in 
September, 1924, is the result of the consolidation of 
Harper College of Harper, Kansas, and the Arkansas 
Christian College of Morrilton, Arkansas. 
The Arkansas Christian College was founded in 1922 
and had had two years of successful operation before 
the consolidation. Its supporters and friends had 
erected for it the largest and finest building among 
all the Christian schools, and it had laid a secure foun-
dation for future work. 
Harper College was opened in 1915. In the nine 
years of its work, especially during the five years of 
the presidency of Mr. Armstrong, it made a very rapid 
growth, increasing in enrollme!llcfrom about fifty to 
over three hundred studentsrerecting three new 
buildings, e-ne-of-w.hick is-one.o.ei- th€ bes-t dermitories 
.amo.ng-~ Clu:i&ti~s, and securing full junior 
college standing with the state and membership in 
the American Association of Junior Colleges. 
The consolidation of the two schools came about 
through the desire for a stronger institution, with a 
larger support and a richer field. Harper College had 
felt for some time the need of a better location, a 
larger city, which would offer greater advantages to 
families to move to the school. While the effort was 
being made to find a suitable location, a committee 
from the Arkansas Christian College suggested a 
combination of the two schools. 
Among the advantages to be gained by such a 
consolidation at Morrilton, were the following: (1). 
The new institution would unite the fields of the two 
and thus secure a larger support; (2) the Arkansas 
Christian College already had one of the best build-
1924-1925 Harding College Catalog
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. . M""fL..t-ti..-c.t-.- ~--~-. ~--(;1---~ ; 
mgs m the state, a@.@.Q'Wg= ~tdt{,@ essupt~Q; (3). the 
assets of the t wo schools could be combined, and with 
some additions to the equipment and faculty, the new 
institution could be opened at once as a senior college; 
and (4). the school would be located in t he very center 
of the great field of Christian churches. These con-
siderations, together with others, moved the consoli-
dation of the two schools. The action-~• highly 
commended by !!:~htful men and women, and by 
those who fiave"l:iJG.R the most active interest in 
Christia,n education everywhere. 
NAME 
The name "Harding College' was given to the new 
institution in memory of James A. Harding, one of 
the founders of Bible school work. Immediately 
after his death in 1922 his old students and friends 
began a campaign for a memorial fund which should 
go to the erection of an administration building for 
Harper College to be known as the James A. Harding 
Memorial Building. It was considered a fittino-
tribute to the life of a great man, who had probabl~ 
done more for Christian education, and had given 
more enthusiasm and impetus to the work than any 
other man of the century. Through the kindness of 
the Arkansas Christian College, this tribute was incor-
porated in the consolidation, and the new institution 
was called Harding College. This honor given Broth-
er Harding is similar to t he honor paid to his o-reat 
colaborer by David Lipscomb College of Nashville, 
Tennessee. These two schools now stand as monu-
ments to the memory of the two great friends , who 
gave the most to such work and to whom the church 
of the past fifty years owes the largest debt. 
The. memorial fund from the friends of Brother 
Harding iS'exnected to be co~leted-during tbe"Pres-
ent summ~r~-~ . 
( 
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LOCATION 
Harding College is in the souther~ foothill~ of the 
Ozarks, in one of the most beautiful,. f~rt1le, and 
healthful sections of the entire state. It IS JUSt forty-
nine miles from Little Rock on the Missouri Pacific ., 
to Ft. Smith and Kansas City. Five hard-surfaced 'v 
highways lead from it t_o Little Rock, Ft. Smith, Hotj\ 
Springs, Mammoth Spnngs, and no~thwC:rd,. Nearby 
is the beautiful Petit Jean :Moun tam, with Its guest 
house, its State P~, its State Y. M. C. A. Park, and 
its mountain lake. 
Morrilton is said to be the richest city of its size 
in the entire state. It has grown rapidly in the last 
three years until it now has a population of about 
5,000. As ~oon as the present paving is finished, it 
will have approximately ~miles of pav~ment. It 
ha:s four banks. one of which is now erectmg a five-
G
tory steel-frame structure,\!. larg~ comp_ress, a found-D 
y and machine shop, a larg~ plamng mill, cottonseed 
oil mill two wholesale grocenes, and numerous other 
.ndustr'ies. It has a Carnegie library, which has a 
very valuable and expensive collection of rare old 
books . . 
The country around Morrilton offers splendid O_P-
portunities for familie_s who want to move to a Chns-
tian school. The fertile pottom lands along the Ar-
kansas River grow rich crops of cotton, alfalfa, corn, 
potatoes, and other stapl~s. It i~ also on~ of th_e most 
productive, natural frmt-growmg sectwns m the 
United States. Abundant crops of peaches, strawber-
ries, apples, grapes, pears, and oth~r frui~ _may _be 
grown. The school w ill gladly furmsh additwnal m-
formation to all who are interested. 
EDUCATIONAL STANDING 
Hardino- College is completing this summer every---
requirem~nt in faculty. buildings, equip~ent, ~nd or-
ganization for full senior college standmg w1th our 
own tate university, our own state department, and 
1924-1925 Harding College Catalog
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with the state departments of Texas and New York:. 
!his standing will assure our graduates of entrance 
mto the graduate school of any state university, gives 
them their life teachers' certificates, and makes their 
B. A. degree from Harding College thoroughly stand-
ard. 
BUILDINGS 
With the~ing of school in the fall. it is the 
plan of Harding College to have -v buildings com-
pletely equipped for work. 
The Administration Building is just being finished 
at a cost of $150,000, and is one of the finest school 
buildings in the entire state. It has an auditorium 
\
with a seating capacity, including pit and gallery, of 
over 1200 and a. gymnasium sixt y by ninety feet in 
~ed with special gym flooring. Besides this 
there are two offi ces and twenty-seven other rooms 
including the class-rooms, each of which seats at least 
sever:ty- fi:'e students, the laboratories for chemistry, 
phystcs, bwlogy, home economics, the fine arts rooms 
the library and reading room, etc. The building is 
fireproof and steam heated. 
The Girl's~ Home which is being constructed this 
summer, is a beautiful three-storv brick located near 
the administration building and ~verlooking the deep 
valley to the east. It has a spacious reception room 
a family apartment, and over forty student rooms: 
Each room is large, conveniently arranged, well fur-
' nished and provided with a closet. The two larO'e bath 
rooms on each floor are furnished with hot a~d cold 
water, and t he entire bu ilding is st eam heated from 
the central heating plant . 
The P4el'!t1s -tlonlle.. Immediately after t he consoli-
dation of Harper College and Arkansas Christian 
College the Ha rper buildings were traded for a larO'e 
hospital building near the college at Morrilton. Tl~s 
trade saved for the school every dollar t hat was in -
vested in the buildings a t Harper. The hospita l 
· .. ,. 
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oU!iding will be used as a dormitory for boys. It is 
a comparatively. new tile and stucco building con-
structed originally at a cost of nearly $70,000. It has 
two stOJ:_ies and a large basement, baths a nd toilets, 
and a large sun room. The w oodwork throughout is 
finished in white enamel aud the floors are polished 
and waxed. 
CAMPUS 
The college campus consists of forty acres of iaR..d 
orerlooking the city of Morrilton from the north. A 
paved street from town runs to the corner of the 
o.m~us connecting with the hard-surfaced highway 
nnmng northward. A second hard-surfaced hi<Yhway 
rasses along the opposite side of the college gr~nnds. 
The north part of the campus is covered w ith a 
)eautiful natural wood of oaks, hickories, elms, and 
poplar, interspersed with shrubbery and the vines 
of wild grapes. Acrdss the east side flows a small 
spring branch lined with willows and large trees. On 
the campus are grounds for tennis, baseball, football, 
and other outdoor sports. 
LABORATORIES 
The school maintains standard laboratories for 
chemistry biology, physics, and home economics. The 
Chemistry laboratory is equipped for all the adva nced 
1924-1925 Harding College Catalog
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18 HARDING COLLEGE 2{) .:~ , 
courses at a cost of approximately. $4,3Jo. Besi~es 
the standard chemistry tables, whtch ar~ suppl~ed 
with water, and gas, ~he laboratory is eqmpped wtth 
electrical equipment, accurate balances, a 1?-ood for 
'- ~us gases, and a supply room for chemtcals and 
equipment. . · b · 
Approximately $4,000 worth of eq~11pme~t ts et?g 
put into the biology laboratory .. It ts furmsi:ed w_tth 
standard tables, high power mtcroscopes, dtssectmg 
microscopes, slides, skeletons, casts, models, and 
bacterial incubator. . 
It· is not the plan of the college to ofJ!er a maJ?r 
in physics at present.. I~ is t o confine tts wc;>rk m 
this department to begmmng ~ourses, but foy thts pur-
pose it has an excellent eqmpment valued at some-
thing over $2500. . . . 
The labor~ries for home economtcs constst ~: a 
suite of four '\J"ooms-a large room for sewng, 
equipped with ta~es, se~ing m~chines, etc.; anot~er 
room for cookin furmshed wtth standard cookmg 
tables, gas burne;s, nd stoves; a smaller dining ro)m 
completely furnished for serving; and a supply room. 
LIBRARY 
When the two schools consolidated the combined 
libraries numbered something over 3,100 volumts. 
These were all carefully selected and complet~·ly cat-
alogued by the Dewe~ decima~ system. Dunng the 
summer this number ts to be mcreased to 5-;00(}. In 
the fall 1,000 more volumes are to be added, and ths 
same amount will be added regularly each year after-
wards. The library has been selected with special ref· 
erence to the course taught, and no cost has beer. 
spared in buying the best books that could _be. had 
for each course. A number of the best penodtcals 
related to the work of the various departments comf\ 
to the library regularly. 
In addition to the college library students have ac 
cess to the Carnegie library of the ~ity , which con-
tains about 7,0CXJ volumes. Among tts valuable col-
'; 
-
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lections is a section of several hundred rare old books, 
some of which are almost priceless. · 
SCHOOL ACTIVITIES 
Chapel 
One of the chief characteristics of the school's work 
is the daily chapel exercises. T he devotional service 
talks are intended to prepare the student for deal-
ing sanely with the problems of life, to dev.elop proper 
ideals of true manhood and womanhood, and to im-
part a desire for accomplishing greater things. Every 
student is expected to attend chapel. We believe that 
the conscientious student will derive more from the 
chapel talks than from any regular course of study. 
Monday Night Meeting 
Each Monday night the school comes together for 
the purpose of discussing some Bible topic. All board-
ing students are expected to come, and the general 
public is cordially invited. In these meetings are 
discussed all questions of interest to Bible students 
and growing Christians. Three ends are sought in 
these meetings-the development of young men as 
public workers, the teaching of truth, and the cultiva-
tion of spirituality and consecration. 
Thanksgiving Meeting 
Each Thanksgiving the school has a meeting to 
which all friends of Christian education are invited. 
A number of strong speakers are always secured, and 
tvery service is rich in good things. Brethren will 
provide homes for all who come If you have never 
1isited the school you should come to this meeting 
:tnd get acquainted with the work that is being done. 
Lectures 
During the school year we are glad to announce the 
following ·special lectures, the dates of which have 
not been definitely set: · 
Dr. John Clark Jordan, of the University of Ar-
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kansas will d 1. , . -· ' e Iver a le t 
m October. The s . c ure to the school som . 
nounced later. ubJect of his lecture will ~e t~~~ 
Mr._ A. B. Hill, State S · 
~tructwn, will lecture d ~penntendent of Public I 
In the State." unng the year on "Ed . n-ucatJOn 
Th 
Lyceum 
e purp · · ose In providin h 
provide a certain amount g t _e Lyceum course is to 
t?r the students. The nu of high class entertainmen 
ticular respect to the lr_nber~ are chosen with t 
for youncr 1 . qua Ity 0t perf par-
The ~ peop e In constructive ·d orr"?ance suitablc.-
:Vith ~~~;i~~l!~rc:;~e a~~ming yea: ~~:t~e:~ ~re~~~~:g. 
mg and profitabl promises to be both . t <I e. m erest-
STUDENT ACTIVITI.ES 
Literary Societi . . 
Membership in the L 't es 
regul d I erary So . . 
. ar. an special student Cieties IS open to all 
mg bodies under the s. They are self- o , 
management. The general supervision of th~l5. \ern-
participa t. . y offer valuable t . . school r IOn In the regular rammg throtn·h 
IC programs that ar . programs, and in the ;> 
Each society is ex e given throughout th puv-
which the best tale~~c~i11 boegive one play each ~e;;~nr. 
represented. ' 
lntersociety [) b · 
A series of · t . e abng 
. . m ersociety d b . 
competitiOn for a lov· e ates Is held each ye . 
fin t mg cup Th ar 11 
esk opportunity for the .d lese debates offer t~ 
spea ers and thinkers. eve opment of effective 
A Intercollegiate Deb t . 
number of intercoll . a Jng 
r~nrged for 1924-1925 A eg:ate debates are to b 
Lips b · tnangul d b e ar-
Chri~t- a;fciiege, Nashviiie ¥e e ate with David 
le . n ege, Abilene Te, nnessee, Abilene 
ge ' alt scheduled f?r A~:;~: and Ha,d;ng Col-
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Glee Club 
This organization will be under the direction of M~ 
Croom, who formerly was a member of the Harvar.d ~  
University Glee Club, and a student of voice ~nde·r 
Charles Bennett of the New England Conservatory of 
Music. Membership in the Glee Club is open to all 
students who have good voices. No credit is given ~ 
for work done in the Glee Club, but practical trainingf\ ~ 
·n breath control, voice placement, pronunciation, P.r 
nunciation ,and diction will be given, as well as op-
portunity to appear in recitals. 
Athletics 
The extravagant form in which athletics is held by 
a number of schools at present is not considered in• 
keeping with the best interests of earnest and profit-· 
able school work. It is our purpose to keep athletics 
within such bounds as to retain its full value as an: 
agency to maintain a healthful condition of the body 
while the mind works. \Ve beli.eve students as a rule 
enter college to gain a mental discipline and a certain 
amount of useful knowledge rather than to become 
athletes. On the other hand a wholesome and en-
joyable system of exercises for students is a valuable 
asset to the accomplishment of the work required by 
conscientious teachers. Parents should not forget the· 
;-outhful interest in a game. Nor is it correct to argue 
that a student can derive as valuable exercise from the 
same amount of physical labor. The general relaxa-
tion through interest in a game has much value in 
breaking up nervous tension prevalent among hard-
working students. · 
Some intercollegiate contests will be scheduled, but 
the athletics of the college will be under the direct 
supervision of the faculty at all times. No student 
whose grades and deportment are not satisfactory to 
the facul cy will be allowed to participate in any con-
test. No language unbecoming a Chric:tian is allowed 
on our grounds. 
Courts and grounds are provideci for tennis, base-
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ball, football, basketball, volleyball, track, cross-
country running, and other field sports. The splendid 
gymnasium fixty by ninety feet provides room for 
indoor physical training under the direction of an 
instructor. Each student will be expected to spend at 
least three hours each week in some form of physical training. · 
Annual Picnic 
i . Early in May of each year an entire day is spent in 
an outing by students and teachers. A favored spot 
is selected near Morrilton, to which teachers and 
students alike motor in trucks or automobiles, taking 
their lunches for the noon spread. Such days, we 
:believe, are calculated to bring teachers and students 
-into closer contract and more intimate relationship 
with one another. The picturesque summit of Petit 
Jean Mountain, some nine hundred feet above the 
.surrounding country, always affords a most beautiful spot for a picnic. 
Recitals 
Recitals in music and expression are given at var-
ious times through the year, exhibiting the class work 
done by the students in these departments. 
PUBLICATIONS 
Harding College Bulletin 
This is a monthly p ublication by the faculty the 
aim of which is to furnish information about the 
school and its work. One of the regular issues is 
the catalog number. This bulletin is free and a 
postal card will place your name on the mailing J.!st 
to receive the numbers regularly. 
College Paper 
A weekly college newspaper will be published by 
the students of the school. Frie.nds of the school w ill 
enjoy reading it. It giv~s them first-hand information 
.about our student activities and about the spirit of the 
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. t of view of the sudents. If you 
school from. th~ poHm d" College, you will want to are interested 111 ar mg 
read this paper regularly. 
, SCHOLARSHIPS AND PRIZES d . 
' R di Contest : Any younb a y Women s ea ng · t A I 
I . 1" "ble t o enter this contes . b schoo IS e 1g1 . 
is a\\·arded to the wmner. A ld medal is 
Men's Reading Contest: . g:o t t 
. h 's readmo- con es . to the winner In t e men b 
REGULATIONS 
Discipline 
. . . eal to the hearts and con-
For diSCipline we app d depend much upon our 
sciences of our stude~_ts an Love and justice are the 
Bible study and teac mg. nment and we demand 
. . .pies of our g over ' . ff t 
movmg pnnci . ht If after patient e or 
on! Y that the students ddo ~~~ t.his way we advise him w e -cannot reach a stu en 111 ' 
to g o home. 
• Holidays 
. b rmitted to leave for home Students will not e p~ .I the school adjourns for 
t o spend any holida)_' ubn Jb written consent of the 
such holiday, unless It el t :Y s such permission, his E "f one 0 ) am b 
parents. ven_ I . will be counted a double a -
absence from his clas:;es_ d Any class missed be-
sence for each class Im s;:e; a holiday will count a. cause of a late return a 
doul?le absence. 
Class Changes 
. . d to change or leave a cla~s No student IS per~1It~e th dean and the teacher m 
without the approva ~ftere the first two weeks any 
charge of the class. . a dass will be charged 
student changing or drodpmg d without the approval 
a fee of $1. ~ny class ;oJ)i and this o-rade will be of the dean Will be mar e b 
. d . the record of t he student. entere In - · 
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Class Absences 
·· No class cutting will be tolerated. Whenever a 
student misses a recitation in any class, he must re-
p0rt to the office of the dean before the next recitation 
in that class, giving a written excuse for his absence. 
A = committee of the faculty will pass upon each excuse, 
and any unexcused absence will be dealt with. 
T he following regulations apply to absences: 
. l. For each absence from class three per cent will 
be counted off the student's grade for the month. 
2. When the number o f excused or unexcused ab-
sences of a student in any subject shall exceed one-
f ourth of the total number of recitations in that sub-
ject for the term, he shall be dropped from the course. 
.He may be reinstated only by the recommendation of 
·the dean and the approval of the faculty , and the 
repayment of all entrance fees. 
' 3. Any student who is absent ten times, unexcused, 
·Or twenty times excused, or a combination of the two 
·equal to either ten unexcused or twenty excused ab-
.sences, shall lose one hour of credit. 
4. If in the judgment of the committee any other 
rneasure may be more effective in dealing ''"ith any 
i ridividual student, it shall be at liberty to add to the 
.a bove penalties or to substitute others. 
Examinat ions 
E xaminations will be given regularly at the close of 
•each term, and during the term at the discretion of 
the in structor. No student is excused from these ex-
aminations. In case a student misses an examina-
tion for any cause, he may secure a special examina-
tion from the instructor upon the payment of $1 ex-
amination fee. 
Reports and Grades 
. Reports will be sent to parents or guardians at the 
·.end of each term, and after the mid-term examina-
·.tions. The ranK of a student will be indicated by letters 
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:1' follows: 
"- (90 to 100) . 
B (80 t o 90) . 
C (70 to 80) . 
25,. 
U 70 lowest passing grade). 
1 Incomplete ; Implies nothing as to the quality 
of the work, and may be removed by completing 
the work of the course. 
E Conditional Failure; May be removed by .passino-
a satisfactory examination on the course. o 
F Failed; credit for the course may be had only 
by repeating it in class. · 
Transcripts of Credits 
~ach student is entitled to one transcript of credits 
w1thout charge, but a fee of one dollar w ill be charo-ed 
for each copy after the first. o 
INSTRUCTIONS TO NEW STUDENTS 
How to Reach Morrilton 
Morrilton is on the Missouri Pacific between Little 
Rock and Ft. Smith. This road makes direct con-
necti_on .":it~1 Wichita, K~nsas, and Kansas City, Mis-
soun. 1 rams for Mornlton from Little Rock Van 
B~ren, and Ft. Smith run according t o the scl~edule 
g1ven below. Students coming from the western 
part of the state or from Oklahoma by way of the 
Rock Islanrl should stop at Perry and · take automo-
bile for Morrilton instead of going via Little Rock 
1~~s is the main line of the Rock Island from Ama~ 
nllo thr~mgh Oklahoma City to Memphis. Students 
who notify us ''"hen they will reach Perry will be met 
by College cars. 
Trains West 
Leave Little Rock 9:25a.m. Ar. Morrilton 11 :15 a. rn. 
Leave L~ttle Rock 4 :SO p. m. Ar. M orrilton 6:20 p. m. 
Leave L1ttle R ock 9:20 p. m. Ar. r-.1 orrilton i 1 :25 p. ni . 
Trains East 
Leave Van Buren 11 :55 p. m. Ar. Morrilton 5 :00 a. 111 • 
Leave Ft. Smith 12 :20 D. m. Ar. Morrilton 5:18 o. m-
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Leave Van Buren 12 :SOp. m. Ar. Morrilton 5:18 p. m. 
General Information 
On arriving in Morrilton one should go directly to 
the college or call the president by telephone. \Ve 
shall try to meet a ll trains at the opening of the fall 
term but students are requested t o notify us when 
they expect to arrive. 
In case of serious illness parents will be notified 
at once, and the very best of attention and medical 
care will be given here. 
EXPENSES 
The expenses outlined below are for college stu-
dents . only. Expenses of students in the academy 
are outlined in tt1e academy section of this bulletin. 
It is our desire to keep expenses at Harding Col-
lege as low as possible. 'While our ideal has not yet 
been attained, we believe the careful student can 
finish the year's work ~ith us and meet all expenses 
for from $300 to $350 a year. This includes tuition, 
fees, room, books, and)aundry. 
Personal Expenses 
No estimate can be made of a student's personal 
expenses, but the school stands for simplicity and 
economy in clothing and in all social functions. No 
student needs to spend more than $5 a month outside 
of laundry, clothes, books, and other school m.ater ial. 
This allowance is sufficient for most students. But 
if student s are free to write checks on their parent s 
for any amount t hey wish t o spend, their expenses 
will be much greater. 1t is impossible for us· to control 
Si_pending without the help and encouragement of 
parents. 
Regular Tuition 
The school year of nine months (thirty-six weeks) 
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is divided into three terms of twelve weeks each. 
T uition is paid by the term and at the beginning of 
the term. This is required because the school must 
have the money due it, and parents can arrang::: for 
one tuition more easily than the school can arrange 
for a larrre number. The school will not be under 
b . . . 
obligation to refund any part of the tUitiOn except m 
case of protracted illness. The student who with-
draws of his own accord doe s not thereby place the 
college under obligation to refund his tuition . 
Tuition for Regular Work 
_2 7 (V 
College of Arts and Sciences . ...... . . . $25.00 a term 
Academy ... ..... ....... . .... -~-~': $-lftm a t erm 
Traini~g School : I ,.t) 
Pnmary . . .. ... : .... .... . . . ~. "='"· • • • $1--8.00· a term 
Intermediate . ..... . ... . . /-'~· $10.00 a term 
Grammar . 1\· . • • ••••••••• • /.iJJ. -:..; . $12.50 a term 
J ,:lt. • 
Tuition for School of Fine Arts . s~L 
P iano, (two lessons a w eek ) . ... . . ~ ?;::-$2~ a term 
Piano, (one lesson a week) . ... .. . l~'dJl~ a term 
P iano, (three lessons a week) .. . :30. --:-~a term 
Exp~·ession .. ... .. .......... ... ,S~ a term 
P ublic Speaking ............ .. . ,.:;: ~ ~ a term 
Violin ......... . ......... .' .... '! . · .- ~~a term 
Art ............... . . ......... ; _;: .--:- $i!~ a ·term 
\'oice ....... . ... . ....... . . . .. !'. ~-··. $2&.ee- a term 
Harmony (including T heory) . . .... . . $ 6.50 a term 
History and Pedagogy of Music ..... . $ 6.50 a 
The two courses together .. . ....... $10.00 a 
All fees must~~ w en t e stu ent enro s m 
his classes. 
The Entrance and Library fees are due from every 
student and should be paid at enrollment. 
Other fees covering the special scientific, vocational, 
or business courses are due only from those who take 
these courses. 
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Regular Fees 
Entrance fee, College of Arts and Sciences-$2:00-a term 
. ~ibrary _fee, College of Arts and Scis:Jlces $2.00 a term 
·Graduation fee ..... . .. .. ....... . f.f {. . . . ~ 
v 
. Laboratory Fees 
· Biology, botany, zoology ........ . .. .. $2.50 a term 
Chemistry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $3.00 a term ..:.. 
Physics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $5.00 a terrrr 
Home Economtc:;, .J hour courses .... $4.0:) a term 
Borne Economics, 3 hour courses . . . . $3.00 a term 
Home Economics, 2 hoar courses .. . . $.?.00 a term 
A breakage deposit of $3 in addition to the fee must 
1 
be made for each course in Chemistry. The cost of 
all apparatus broken or misplaced w 11l be debucted 
1 
from this deposit. Addit ional deposits w ill be required 
1 for excessive breakage. 
( Special Fees 
Piano rent for students who use the college pianos 
$3.00 a term. 
Board and Room 
' Our boarding department is run on the club plan. 
'Each boarding student is a member of the club, which 
elects its officers and hires its workers. Every student 
has the right to for m the policy of t he club in regard 
to the kind of meals it has, the amount of food, and 
the general cost. In this way students may keep the 
' board as low as they wish. By this plan our boa rd 
· is expected to run between $12 and $15 a month. This 
' gives as good fare as we have ever known in any 
' students' home, for the students them selves by vote 
determine what it shall be. · 
In order that the club may buy in large quantities 
and, by paying cash, may secure all discounts pos-
sible and thus make the cost o f board cheaper, $45 
• is deposited at the beginning of the first term. In 
· addition to this, each member of the club pays into 
the club $10 e;n:h month for the nine months . This 
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0 Graduates of approved senior colleges hol~i~g 
'he lor degrees who have completed at least e1g . -
n o;emester hours (twent y-seven term h<?urs) m 
hll' Llion, and who have had at l_east thl:ty-two 
llln ths of successful teaching_ expLe:flenCe, t~lll t~pon 
cluation be given a State-wide 1 e . er 1 ca . 
1\•achers' certificates may be secured m_ other sta~s 
th completion of the above reqUirements, Y 
IJI ~~ ea.pplication directly to the state departn:ent 1 
f '1 ~~~~~ation in the state in which the student des1res 
t teach. f · 
\ clerical fee of $1 to cover the cost o prepanng 
tht• transcript will be charged each student who ap-
pli~·s for a teacher's certificate. 
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COLLEGE OF ARTS AND 
SCIENCES 
ADMISSION 
The college of arts and sciences is planned to follow 
the completion of a standard high school course of 
fifteen units. Graduates of accredited high schools, 
or students presenting fifteeh units from accredited 
high schools will be'admit~ed wtthout examination. 
The school must have been accredited at the time the 
work was taken. 
Stud'ents from unaccredited institutions may be 
admitted by passing an examination in the fifteen 
units required for admission. These entrance exami-
nations are given during the first week of the term. 
Prescribed Entrance Units 
The following courses will be required for admis-
sion to the college of arts and sciences. 
English . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 units 
Algebra . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 unit 
Plane geometry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 unit 
History . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 unit 
Laboratory science . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 unit 
Foreign language . ...... . ...... . .. . .. . ... 2 units 
Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 units 
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 units 
Note 1. Laboratory science may be satisfied hy 
physics 1 unit, chemistry 1 unit, biology 1 unit, botany 
1 unit, zoology 1 unit, or by Yz unit each of botany 
or zoology, provided each course was accompanied 
by 160 minutes of laboratory work each week. 
Nofe 2. The two units of language must have been 
taken in the sal)1e langu~ge. 
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Note 3. Th~' six elective units may be presented 
from the following: 
English ........ . ............ .. . . ........ 1 unit 
Solid geometry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Yz unit 
Plane trigonometry . ... . .. . ....... . .... Yz unit 
Advanced algebra . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Yz unit 
History . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 units 
Foreign language .... . ................. . . 2 units 
Science . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 units 
Psychology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Yz unit 
Observation and Practice ...... . ....... . . Yz unit 
Classroom Management . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Yz unit 
Not more than four units may be offered for en-
trance from the following group of vocational and fine 
arts courses, and not more of each subject will be ac-
cepted than the units designat.::d below: 
Manual training ............ . _ . . . . . . . . . . . 2 units 
Home Economics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 units 
Bookkeeping . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 unit 
Commercial arithmetic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Yz unit 
Typewriting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 unit 
Shorthand ....... . ... ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 unit 
Music . .. ........ ... . . ................ . . 1 unit 
Public Speaking or dramatic art . . . . .. .... 1 unit 
Drawing or painting ............... . ... . .. 1 unit 
Note : Two years' work. (two lessons a week) in music 
shall count one unit. In art and drawing one unit 
will be allowed for five periods of ninety minutes 
each a week for thirty-six weeks. 
D eficient Credit 
A standard accredited academy is conducted on the 
college grounds for those who are not yet ready for 
college entrance. No student, however, will be al-
lowed to carry work in both the academy and the 
college at the same time. 
Students who have only fourteen units, but who 
have otherwise filled the above entrance requirements, 
will be admitted and allowed to supply this deficiency 
by taking nine term hours of college work in place 
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of the unit which they lack. 
Those who may have fifteen units of high school 
work, but who may lack some of the required courses, 
will be admitted and allowed to satisfy these require-
ments by taking, in the same subject in which they 
are deficient, nine hours of college work for each 
deficient entrance unit. 
Advanced Standing 
Credit will be given for collegiate work done in 
other standard colleges upon approval of the Com-
mittee on Advanced Standing, provided that the ap-
plicant presents proper credentials of his work from 
his college. 
Transcript of Credits 
All students entering for the first time must present 
a complete transcript of their work signed by the 
head of the school from which they come. These 
transcripts should be mailed to the Dean not later 
than one week before the opening of the term m 
which one plans to enroll. 
REQUIREMENTS FOR DEGREE 
The degree of Bachelor of Arts requires the com-
pletion of one hundred and eighty hours of college 
work together with a scholarship record of two hun-
dred grade points. At lease forty-five hours of work 
must be done in residence. . 
Should a student enter with advanced credit from 
another college, the number of grade points required 
of him shall be in proportion to the number of college 
hours carried. 
Definition of Hour 
One hour of credit is given for twelve hours of 
recitation or their equivalent. Each hour of recita-
tion is supposed to be accompanied by not less than 
two hours of preparation. 
Definition of Grade Points 
For each grade of A, a student is awarded three 
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grade points for each hour of credit. Similarly a 
grade of B counts two points for each hour, a grade 
of C counts one point for each hour, a grade of D 
is passing but counts no point, a grade of E detracts 
from the student's record one point for each hour, 
and a grade of F detracts two points for each hour. 
Pla:n, of Work. 
The work of the college of arts and scie!lces is 
planned to follow the _maj o~· elective system ~Ith _c~r­
tain modifica tions which will safe-guard the. mt~r.e!;tS 
of the student. The work of the college ts d~vided 
into ten groups as follows: 
I. Ancient Languages and Literatures 
Including Greek and Latin. 
II. Bible and Sacred History. 
III. Biological Sciences 
Including Botany and Zoology. 
IV. Education and Psychology. 
V. English Language and _Literature 
Including Public Speakmg. 
VI. Home Economics. 
VII. Mathematics. 
VIII. Modern Languages and Literatures 
Including Spanish, French, and German. 
IX. Physical Sciences . 
Including Chemistry and Physics. 
X. Social Sciences . 
Including History, Political Science, Economics, 
and Sociology. 
Prescribed Work. 
During the freshman and sophomore years each ~tu­
dent will be expected to complete as much as posstble 
of the following prescribed work : . . 
1. Twenty-four hours of English, includmg Enghsh 
1-3 and 5 and 6. 
2. Eighteen to twenty hours of foreign language 
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above the entrance requirements. This work must 
be in a single language. 
3. Eighteen to twenty-five hours must be taken in 
Groups VII, IX, and III combined. At least ten hours 
of this requirement must be taken in Group IX. Nine ). 
of the remaining hours may be taken in Group VI if 
desired. 
4. At least ten hours must be taken in Group X. 
5. At least nine hours must be t aken in Group II. 
Major and Minor Requirements. 
Not later than the beginning of the junior year each 
student is required to choose a major department in 
which he shall complete not less than thirty-five hot~rs 
nor more than sixty hours of work, as the head of 
the department may specify. At least eighteen hours 
of the major must be in courses not open to fresh-
men and sophomores. 
With the advice of the professor in charge of Lis 
major department the student shall also choosP. tv .. ·o 
minor subjects, in which he shall complete not less 
than twenty-seven hours and eighteen hours respect-
ively, at least ten hours of which should be in ad-
va:lced courses. 
Stc!r.ents who enter with two or more years of col-
lege credit from another institution will be exuected 
to follow the requirements outlined above as fully 
as possible. Those, however, who enter with a hun-
drerl and thirty-five hours of credit may be releas~d 
from the major requirement if it should be impossil)le 
to arrange their work to meet it. 
Electives. 
Aside from the required work of the freshman and 
sophomore years, and the requirements for his major 
and minors, the student is at liberty to elect such 
courses as he may desire. The following regulations 
govern the selection of all elective and required 
courses. 
1. No student may be enrolled in any subject in 
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11, ance of any other which he has yet to take and 
, hich is offered in the schedule. 
) During the freshman and sophomore yea::s not 
1 ~~~e than thirty hours of work may be taken m any 
1c department. th 
.t ;.,J 0 f reshman or sophomore may carry ~nor te! an 
1"11 hours of work in any one group at a time. h 
4. J uniors and seniors may not c~rry more t an 
1 \'Clve hours in any one group at a ttme: 
s E iuhteen hours from the School of Fme Arts may 
c • .offe~ed toward the Bachelor o~ Arts degree. In 
.11ano this work shall be in the htstory, theory, and 
pedagogy of music. 
Additional Requirements. 
Additional hours may be required of candidates for 
·•raduation as a penalty for improper conduct. No 
tudent will be graduated who is guilty ?f any gross 
ffe nse or who has failed to make a sattsfactory ar-o ' .. 
rangement for his fees and tmtwn. 
Amount of Work. 
Fifteen hours of work each term is the normal 
amount of work allowed each student. No student 
~v ill be permitted to carry less than fourte.en hours 
without the consent of the Dean, and only m excep-
t ional cases will more than sixteen hours be allowed. 
Students are urged to confine themselves as nearly 
as ossible to the fifteen hours and to use the full four 
•eirs for their college course. To attempt t? cany 
~ore than the regular load usually results. t.n poor 
work and often in serious and permanent tn]ury to 
health. 
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DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
I. ANCIENT LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES 
Greek. 
I. Elementary Greek: A study of the o-rammar 
and. syn~ax of the Greek Language. Tht regular 
con;ugattons of the Greek verb are mastered and the 
epistles of John are r ead. Four hours. Fall: 
2: Elementary Greek: A continuation of the pre-
cedmg course, with further reading from the New 
Testament. Four hours. \Vinter. 
3 . . Elementary Greek: The third beginning course 
contmues the study of grammar, but with more at-
tention to reading. The Gospel of John and as much 
as possible of Mark are read. Four hours. Spring. 
4. New Testament Greek: In this course the re-
maining gospels, Matthew and Luke are read. Gram-
mar study is continued together with work in Greek 
compos ition. Four hours. Fall. 
5. New Testament Greek: Th~ shorter Pauline 
epistles are read in t~is course in connection with per-
Sistent grammar reviews. Four hours. Winter. 
~· New.Testament Greek: The remaining.P auline 
epistles with the exception of Romans and the two 
letters t o the Corinthians are read. Four hours. 
Spring. 
Latin. 
1 (2). Beginning Latin: This course consists of a 
tho:oug~ drill in grammar, syntax, declension, and 
con;uga ttons. During the second course the first book 
of. Caes<i;r is r ead. No.t open to students offering one 
umt of high school Latm. Four hours. Fall and Winter 
3. Caesar: Books 2 to 4 are translated with a 
careful study of construction. Grammar is again em-
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('f<'Sent conditions . Failure of su~h .at~empts pointed 
11t, leaving the way clear for Chnstiamty as the only 
rH'ntific explanation. Prerequisite: Bible 4, 5, 6. 
I hree hours. Fall. 
8. Inter-biblical History: A study of the period 
lwt ween the Testaments. The environment in which 
hrist and his disciples lived and worked set forth. 
I he writings of Philo, the Apochryphal books, and 
losephus the source material. Supplementary lec-
tures. (Continuation of Bible 7.) Three hours. 
'.\'inter. 
9. Interpretation and Exegesis: A general study 
.,f t he fundamental principles of interpretation and 
· xcgesis as applied t o the Bible as a ~hole! and ~s ap-
:Jiied to the various books of the Bible m their re-
lltion to the whole. These principles also applied to 
Individual texts. (Continuation of Bible 8.) · Three 
hours. Spring. 
10. Shorter Epistles of Paul: First Thessalonians, 
"'ccond Thessalonians, Galatians, the four "Prison 
I· pistles" (Ephesians, Philippians, Colossians, and 
Philemon) , and the three "Pastoral Epistles" (Fir~t 
l'imothy, Titus, and Second Timothy) taken up m 
the order in which they were written. Historical set-
tmg, correlation with the author's life, ai?d. teac~ing 
of each book gone into closely. PrereqUisite : Bible 
~. 5, 6. Three hours. Fall. 
11. General Epistles: An intensive study of the 
letters of James, Peter, John, and Jude. Historical 
'c tting, peculiarities of style, doctrines, and spirit of 
t·acb emphasized. Prerequisite : Bible 4, 5, 6. Three 
hours. Winter. 
12. Apocalypse: A detailed study of the Revelation 
of J ohn. The book is considered its own interpreter 
largely. Paral1el readings from the Old Testament, 
t•specially Daniel. Prerequisite : Bible 4, 5, 6. Three 
hours. Spring. 
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III. BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE 
The courses in biology are intended to give the 
student a thorough knowledge of the structure, func-
tions, and relations of living things. They are of great 
practical value in connection with agriculture, phar-
macy, nursing, medicine, etc. 
Zoology. 
1 (2) (3}. General Zoology: This course begins 
with a study of cells and cell division, and then takes 
up the study of the ascending forms of animal life. 
Each phylum is studied in order. Primarily for those 
not offering an entrance unit in zoology. Lectures 
and recitations two hours and laboratory three hours 
a week. Three hours credit. Fall, Winter, Spring. 
4 (5). Invertebrate Zoology: A sysematic study 
of the successive phylum of invertebrate animals in-
cluding structure, habits, habitat and life his~or~ of 
representative specimens. Lectures and recitatwns 
two hours and laboratory three hours a week. Pre-
requisite: courses 1-3. Three hours. Fall and Winter. 
6 (7). Comparative Vertebrate Anatomy: A com-
parative study of the structure and classification of the 
vertebrates. Lectures and recitations two hours and 
laboratory three hours a week. Prerequisite: courses 
4 and 5. Three· hours. Fall and Winter. 
8. Economic Zoology: A study of insects, birds, 
and mammals, and their relations to the industrial pur-
suits of man. Lectures and recitations four hours 
and laboratory two hours a week. Prerequisite : 
courses 1-3. Four hours. Spring. 
9. Hygiene and Sanitation: Lectures and a~sig?ed 
readings dealing with the subjects. <:f ve~tilatwn, 
heating, food, water, water supply, dismfectwn, con-
tagious diseases, etc., in relation ~o home, ·school, and · 
public health. Three hours. Spnng. 
10 (11}. Physiology: The physiology and hygiene 
of the human body. A knowledge of elementary phys-
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iology is required. Lectures and recitations two 
hours and laboratory three hours a week. Three 
hours. Fall and Winter. 
12. Heredity ~d. Eugeni~s: Race improvement 
and the general pnnciples of It as applied to man. A V 
general knowledge of zoology is required. Three II, 
hours. Spring. 
Botany. 
I. The Living Plant: This is a general course for 
beginning students. Not open to students who have 
ha~ a _year of botany in high school. Lectures and 
recitatwns three hours and laboratory four hours a 
week. Five hours . Fall. 
2 (3). General Botany: Functional processes, mor-
phology and ecology of Plants. Botany 1 is recom-
mended as a prerequisite. Lectures and recitations 
thr~e hou:s and laboratory four hours a week. Five 
hours Vhnter and Spring 
IV. EDUCATION AND PSYCHOLOGY 
. Teachers' Certificates: Requirements for the var-
IOUS teachers' certificates are given in the preceding 
pages, but students who plan toward these certificates 
should consult the head .of this department about the 
courses recommended to fill the requirements for pro-
fess ional training. 
Education. 
. I. ~ublic Education in the United States: A con-
~Ideratwn of t_he I?qre imp?r~~nt present-day problems 
m the _orgamz<l:t!O~, admmi~tration, and adjustment 
~f pubhc ~duc<l:t10n m the Umted States, studied in the 
hght of h1stoncal development. A thesis on the his-
tory of some movement in American education. Three 
hours. Fall. 
2. Educati~nal_ Psychology: The learning process ; 
f~ndamental ~nstmcts and capacities; the organiza-
tion of expenence as habit, perception, imagination, 
memory; the transfer of training; attention and inter-
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est· judo-ment and reasoning; emotions, and motor 
edu'catio~. Prerequisite to all later courses in edu-
cation. Five hours. Winter. 
3. Child Study: Physical growth, ins~inct,_ m~tor 
development, language, play, imitatio~, 1magmat10n, 
etc., are studied with the view of prepanng the teacher 
to help the child grow properly. Three hours. 
Spring. 
4 Methods of Teaching in Elementary Schools: 
Th~ following problems will be studied: Aims ?f e_le-
mentary school teaching; selection_ and o:gamza_twn 
of subject matter; types of teachmg, dnll, pro~ect, 
socialized recitation; fundamental laws of learmng; 
individual differences; and testing the results of 
teaching. Some observations of teaching will be done. 
Five hours. Fall. 
5. The Rural Teacher and His Work: The main 
emphasis in this course is on the teache_r as a com-
munity leader, the teacher as an org<l:mzer and ad-
ministrator, and the teacher as a curnculum maker. 
Three hours. Winter. 
6. Principles of Religious Education: Study of 
the elements of educational psychology from the re-
ligious point of view. An attempt will be made_ to 
learn the fundamental principles upon which Btble 
teaching for the greater efficiency may be based. 
Three hours. Spring. 
7. How to Measure Education: In this ~ou~se 
we study how to use measur.ements ir: classt~ymg 
pupils, in diagnosis, in teachi~g, m me_asunng effictency 
of instruction and in vocatiOnal gUidance. We also 
study how to ~onstruct and sta_ndardize t~stsl an~ st~­
tistical methods. Some practical work m testmg ts 
done. For juniors and seniors. Fee of seventy-five 
cents. Five hours . Fall. 
8. Methods of Teaching in High Schools: T~is 
course is primarily for juniors and seniors. w_ e dts-
cuss aims, curriculum, business management m the 
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classroom, types of learning, etc. Observation . of 
teaching is done, and a thesis is required. Five hours. 
Winter. 
9. The Principal and His School: A practical 
course dealing with the problems of organization and 
administration of a single school, the supervision of 
instruction, sch.ool extension, ·community rellations, 
etc. A thesis on some administrative or supervisory 
problem. For juniors and seniors. Five hours. Spring. 
10. The Technic of Supervising Teaching: A 
course for those who expect to be principals or ex-
pert supervisors. The course deals with such prob-
lems as how to observe teaching; how to hold a 
teacher conference ; and how to train teachers in ser-
vice. For juniors and seniors. Five hours. Fall. 
11. The Phil~phy of Education: In this course 
the purpose is to answer the question, What is edu-
cation? Several criteria are formulated. For juniors 
and seniors. Five hours. Spring. 
Psychology. 
1. General Psychology: An elementary study of 
all the · t opics of general psychology, reactions, in-
stincts, emotions, feeling, sensations, attention, in-
telligence, habit formation, memory, perception, 
reasoning, imagination, will, personality, etc. Five 
hours. Fall. 
2. Introduction to Social Psychology: A course of 
the nature of this cannot be exhaustive in any field. 
The aim of the course is that the student may get ac-
quainted w ith social problems from the standpoint 
of the psychologist. A thesis on some problem of 
social psychology is required. Prerequisite: course 1. 
Five hours. Winter. 
3. Psychology of Elementary School Subjects: 
An analysis of the mental processes which are involved 
in the study of elementary school subjects. Some at-
tention is given to the psychology of play. Prerequi-
site : Course 1. Two hours. Spring. 
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4. Psychology of High School Subjects : A psy-
chological analysis of the high school subjects. Study 
of the reorganization of these subjects from the stand-
point of psychology. Attention is given to the psy-
chology of study, individual differences, and general-
ized experience. This course is to help high school 
principals and teachers in their organization and 
treatment of subject matter. For juniors and seniors. 
Two hours. Fall. 
5. Intelligence Tests: In this course we study the 
development, methods, and uses of intelligence test-
ing. Some practical work in testing is done. For 
juniors and seniors. Fee seventy-five cents. Two 
hours. Winter. 
. 6. Psychology of Adolescence: This course con-
sists of a study of the body, the mind, instinct, habit, 
emotions, intellect, will, self-consciousness, sex, ap-
preciation of beauty, moral life, religious life, and the 
pedagogy of adolescence. Open only to seniors. 
Two hours. Spring. 
V. ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE 
Besides some historical maps the equipment for this 
department is the college library, which is provided 
with the works of all the standard English and Amer-
ican writers and translations from the great writers 
of other nations, with numerous biographical, critical, 
and historical works, including the Cambridge his-
tories of English and American literature, with the 
Variorum Shakespeare, the standard literary peri-
odicals, and ·many works of more general interest. 
Requirements for major. Fifty-four hours of Eng-
lish including courses 1-3, which are required of all 
freshmen , 5 and 6, which are required of all sopho-
mores, and at least two of the three following groups: 
Chaucer (16), Anglo-Saxon (18), or Shakespeare (24-
26). Nine hours of public speaking may be counted 
toward the major. 
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Recommendation for teachers: Students who de-
sire recommendations for teaching English. in high 
schools should include English 36 in their major and 
must establish a commendable record for scholarship 
in the department. 
Courses. 
1 (Z) (3). Freshman Composition: A study of the 
principles of composition w ith written work through-
out the course. Spe·cial emphasis is given to the 
sentence, the paragraph, to the mechanics of writin~, 
and to vocabulary building. Exposition is treated m 
the first term, argumentation and description in the 
second, and narration in the third. Conferences and 
library readings. Required of all freshmen. Three 
hours. Fall, Winter, Spring. 
5 (6). History of English Literature: A compre-
hensive survey of the growth and development of 
English literature from the earliest times to the pres-
ent. Masterpieces of both prose and poetry ar e· 
studied. The Century Reading in English Literature 
is used as a basis for the course with lectures and 
parallel readings. A thesis is requ ired. Prerequisite : 
1-3. Required of all sophomores. Fall·and Winter. 
7. History of American Literature: A general 
survey of American literature from the beginning to 
the present. Representative selections in both prose 
and poetry are studied. A thesis on some writer or 
some phase of the development of the literature is 
required. The Century Readings in American Litera-
ture is supplemented by lectures and library readings. 
Prerequisite: 1-3. Five hours. Spring. 
8. Modern English Grammar: A somewhat in-
tensive study of the grammar of the English sentence, 
a course of practical value especially to those who may 
intend to teach English. Prerequisite : 5 and 6. Three 
hours. Fall. 
9. Essay Writing: A course in the technique of 
the modern essay, especially of the informal type. 
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Attention is given to the cultivation of an individual 
literary style. Written work, readings, and confer-
ences. Prerequisite: 5, 6, and 12. Three hours. 
Winter. 
10. The Sho t ory: The art and principles of 
short story writing. Representative stories are care-
fully analyzed. Pitk1 Essenwein, Canby, and others 
are used for reference. Original stories and confer-
ences. Prerequisite: 5 ana 6. Three hours. Spring. 
12. Milton: An intensive study of Milton's minor 
poems and of Paradise Lost, Paradise Regained, and 
Samson Agonistes. A thesis of about one thousand 
words on some phase of the course is required. Pre-
requisite : 5 and 6. Two hours. Fall. 
13. Browning: An interpretative study of Brown-
ing's best shorter poems, two of his plays, and seven 
parts of the Ring and the Book. Other plays and 
longer poems are used for collateral reading. Special 
attention is given to his thought and art. Thesis on 
his life or on some aspect of his work is required. 
Prer.equisite: 5 and 6. Two hours. Winter. 
14. Tennyson : An intensive study of Tennyson's 
best shorter poems a,nd as many as possible of his 
longer ones. The dramas and other longer poems 
ar e used for collateral reading. Attention is given to 
him as an artist and as representative of the thought 
and spirit of his age. Thesis on his life or some phase 
of his work is required. Prerequisite: 5 and 6. Spring. 
16. Chaucer : A study of Chaucer's language and 
literary art. Some attention is given to the changes 
and development of English language through this 
period, and to the social background. A thesis on 
some phase of Chaucer's work or period is required. 
Prerequisite : 5 and 6. Four hours. Fall. 
18. Anglo-Saxon: egi ··n.g course in th~ earli-
est form of English. Br s Anglo-Saxon Reader 
is used as a text. The sim rities bet~een Anglo-
Saxon, German, and EngJi.sh 3$ oted. Prerequisite : 
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5 and 6. Four hours. Spring. 
20. Modern Drama: A study of the major contem-
e_orary dramatists of England, America, Ireland, 
t rance, Germany, Norway, Russia, Spain, Italy, etc. 
htention is given to the changes in dramatic tech-
tique brought about by Ibsen";(.!:to he one-act play, 
;nd to present tendencies in th rama. Lectures, 
Jjlrallel readings, and a thesis. ~erequisite: English 
5 and 6. Two hours. Fall. 
22. 23. The English Novel: This course includes 
astudy of the English novel from Defoe to Meredith. 
'ttention is given to the history of the rise and de-
v:lopment of the novel and to the different types of 
fi:tion from the adventure stories of Defoe and the 
hstorical novel of Scott, to the realistic novels of 
lardy. The course is critical as well as historical, 
dld novels representative of various types and move-
nents are studied. Two hours. Winter, Spring. 
24. Shakespeare I: This and the two following 
ourses are a study of Shakespeare's developwent 
.nd genius as a dramatic artist. In the first course his 
arlier plays are read. Attention is paid to the gener=tl 
orm of Elizabethan drama, and a number of plays 
y other dramatists of the period are used for collater-
1 reading. Prerequisite: 5 and 6. Three hours. Fall. 
2?. Shakes~are II : . A continuation of the pre-
cedmg course w1th attention to the plays of the middle 
weri~d: A thesis on som~ phase of the course. Pre-
requlSlte: 5 and 6. Three hours. Winter. 
26. Shakespeare III: A continuation of 24 and 2.5. 
A study of the later plays, with collateral reading-s 
from other Elizabethan dramatists. A thesis on son\e 
aspect of the Elizabethan drama is required. Pre-
requisite: 5 and 6. Three hours. Spring. 
30 (31). Biblical Po~. T • Psalms, the Sng of 
~olomon, Job, the Prov t:ld othe;r poetical\l)or-
tlOns of the Old Testa" e catefully at~ied. 
The student is intror to principl.es and forms 
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of Hebre~ P?etry in an attempt to appreciate the 
?eauty of Its Imagery and the vitality and majesty of 
It~ thought. At the same time it is studied as a reve· 
l~Ion of God and a record of the Hebrew relio-ion and 
life. Moulton' s Modern Reader 's Bible is u~ed as a 
te_xt, supplemented by librar:y readings. Prerequisite: 
Bible 1-6, Old Testament History, and English 5 and 
6. Two hours. Fall, Winter. Not offered in 1924-:0. 
32. ~iblical Pr : An appreciative study of tle 
prophetic books of . e Old Testament for their liter-
ary value an~ their t_ ought. The historical and socal 
background IS kept onstantly in mind durino- he 
study. Prerequisite : ible 1-6, Old Testament' Hs-
tory, an? English 5 and . Two hours. Spring. 1'-0t 
offered m 1924-25. 
~· Argu~entation and Debate : Enrollment in 
this _course. ~lll be limited in order to give more n-
tensive trammg. A text is used as a basis for ne 
course.' but the work will consist largely of strenums 
work m debates. Two hours. Fall. 
_35. Argumentation and Debating: This aoune 
wd~ be open _only to those who qualify for intercd-
legtate deba~mg, and consists of an intensive stucy 
o~ the 9uest10ns for debate together with training n 
dtscusston. Two hours. W inter and Spring. 
. 36. Teaching English : An examination of te 
atm~, methods, and materials of high school Englisi 
Vano_us problem~ and difficulties found in Englis 
teachmg are studied. Prerequisite : 5 and 6, and Psy 
chology 1. Three hours. Spring. 
VI. HOME ECONOMICS 
The laboratory for Home Economics consists of a 
sutte of four rooms, well equipped and arranged for 
the work. 
Requirements for Major: Forty-five hours in the 
department exclusive of Courses 1 2 a...e. 3 h . h 
, , ·~ , W lC 
are not counted to~·ard the degree; and Chemistry 
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1-7 together with one of the following groups: Chem-
ist;y 14-16 or 17-19. Biology 9, 10, and 11 are also 
recommended. 
Courses.. 
1. Elementary Foods: A study of the sele~t_ion and 
prepara tion of foods, t heir chemical composttion and 
their nutritive value. Lectures and labora~ory work. 
Required of thos~ w~o do not.JPresent htgh school 
credit for domestic sctence. F,;ll. Three hours. 
2 (3). Elementary Clothiqg: A general course 
dealino- with the fundamenta1s of sewing, the care 
and u~e of t he machine and its attachments, an~ the 
use of commercial patterns. A number of stmple 
a:ticles a re made. Required of students not pre_sent-
ir:o- credit for domestic art in high school. Wmter, 
"t:> 
S)ring. Three hours. 
·4 (4) (6). Selection and P_reparation: ?f Foods : A 
~tailed study of foods, thetr cor:npos1tlon, prepara-
ton, and preservation. Prereq.u~s1te: Cou:se 1 or 
tquivalent. Parallel or prereqms1te: Chemistry 1-3. 
Tall, W inter, Spring. Three hours. 
7. Meal Planning: This course includes the prep-
;ration of foods, serving, making the menu, and the 
1ost and value of foods. Prerequisite: Courses 4-6 . 
Winter. Three hours. 
8 (9) (10). Advanced Clothing : Silk and woolen 
fabrics are used in this course. A number _of gar-
ments are finished during the y ear. A study IS made 
of commercial patterns. Prerequisite : courses 2-3 
or equivalent. . Fall, Winter, Spring. Three hours. 
11. Textiles: A study of fibers, weaves, and fab-
rics, together with tests to detect faulty materials; 
an investigation of processes of man':f~cture an~ the 
economic uses of materials. PrerequiSite : Chemistry 
1-3. Spring. Three hours. . 
12 (13). Household Management: A practt.cal 
course in the organization_ of the h ousehold, plannmg 
the family budget, and the management of the home. 
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For · · JUntors and Seniors F 11 . 
. 14. Nutrition and Di~tetia ' Wrnter · Three hours 
In. the principles of nutrition cs: d Ahn advanced cours~ 
anes . for the normal er an t e making of diet-
chemrstry. Primarily lor ~on.. Prerequisite: organic 
. 15. Abnormal Nutrition. enrors. Fall. Four hours. 
~r~t~ase ar:d the adaptatio~ ~/~·dy of metabolism in 
n ron~1 drsorders. Prer . . rets to various nu-
for senrors. Wint F eqursrte: course 8. Prim .. 
16 er. our hours anLy 
· Care of the Child. · 
needs of the child and h • A course dealing with the 
the ?~rsing and care ow_ to meet them. It incluc'es 
Sut~rtron. ' For senio~sf tn~nts, h~g:iene, and child 
pnng. Three hours . rereqursrte : course 8 
17 Mill" . . 
t . • 1 mery: A study f d . 
ena s. At least th o esrgns, costs and 
d ree probl f ' na-~n ertaken in the c ems o construction 
JUn · p ours e. Open t S are 
tors. rerequisite : course 2 S o. ophomores md 
. 1~. House Planning. A · pnng. Three hotrs. 
ntshmg d · . • course i 1 · Th ' an mtenor decorati F .n I? annrng, fu-
ree hours. on. or JUntors. Winter 
19. Costume D · · es•gn: A d 
~~:;ume _design together w~~ yt~f . the pr~nciples of 
.ous types of figures p . ~rr apphcation to 
senrors. Spring. Th . h rereqursrte : course 5 t;_ ree ours. · ~ur 
VII. MATHEMATICS 
t The courses offered in th. . 
o m~et the needs of thre rs I department are intendcl 
studyrng mathematics as ae c asses of. students: tho~ 
th<?se expecting to apply m f~rt of .a I~beral educatior 
f~~:;=~~nolo~y, ~nd those ~h~~~~~~ m other sciet).c;, 
ematrcs m secondary h I orward to teach 
sc oo s or colleges. 
1 Courses 
· Elementary AI h · of ad . ge ra: A 11 • 
stude::nc~ ~tgh school algebra c~ e~rate treatment 
s o enng only one unit ' esrgnerl for t nose 
of entr:tnce credit in 
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Algebra. Five hours a week. Fall. 
2. Solid Geometry: This course is open to students 
who do not offer solid geometry for entrance credit. 
Five hours a week. Spring . 
3. Plane Trigonometry: Solution of triangles; 
trigonometric functions; trigonometric identities; in-
verse trigonometric functions; problems in ht>ights and 
distances; study of function by means of graph:;. Pre-
requisite: Mathematics 1. Five hours a week F;;il. 
4. College Algebra: The progressions, binomial 
theorem, convergence and divergence of series: per-
mutations and combinations; partial fractions: equa-
tions. Prerequisite: Mathematics 1. Five hours a 
week. Winter. 
5. (6) (7). Analytic Geometry: Elements of Piane 
analytics, including geometry of the conic sections, 
transformations of axes, loci problems, and an intro-
duction to solid analytic geometry. Text: Osgoc,cl 
and Graustein's Plane and Solid Analytic Geometry. 
Three hours a week. Fall, Winter, Spring. 
8. Introductory Calculus: The elementary funda-
mental principles, methods, and formulas of differen-
tial and integral calculus; applications to simple prob-
lems of geometry and the physical sciences. This 
course is intended primarily for students in science 
and others who do not wish to take the longer course 
in calculus. Five hours a week. Spring. 
9 (10) (11) .. Differential and Integral Calculus: 
A comprehensive study of the fundamental principles 
of the calculus. Differentiation and integration of 
functions of a single variable; maxima and minima; 
curve tracing by the aid of the calculus; the integral 
as the limit of a sum; problems in volumes, areas, 
fluid pressure, etc.; curvature; rates and velocities; 
problems in mechanics. Text: Osgood's Differential 
and Integral Calculus. Three hours. Fall, Winter, 
Spring. 
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VIII. MODERN LANGUAGES AND LITERATuRES 
French. 
1 (2) (3). Ebnentary French: Thoroug_h drill in 
Fcench grammac and ex'<dse in conv'<sahon, com-
position, and! reading of classics. Special emphasis 
is placed on pronunda6on and the verb. Among 
selections read are Guerber's "Contes et L egendes," 
Balvey's "L'Abbe Constant;n," Cameron's "Contes de 
Daudet," M'<imee's "Cacmen," and oth., easy read-
ing. Fall, Winter, Spring. Four hours. 
4 (5) (6). Prose and Poetry: In this course se-
leo6ons are cead fcom cepcesenta6ve pease Wdt'<s 
and poets of the seventeenth, eighteenth, and nine-
teenth centuries. Emphasis is again given to conver-
sation, sight reading, grammar, and syntax. Pre-
requisite: courses 1-3 or their equivalent. Fall, Wint-er, Spring. 
7. llfodern French Dnuna, A numb., of plays 
are read} from such . writers as Labiche et Martin, 
Augiec, Sandeau, Coppee, and othecs. Sight ceading, 
conversation, lectures. Prerequisite: courses, 4, 5, 6. Fall. Three hours. 
8 (9) •. F....,ch Novel, A study of the dse and 
growth of the novel in France. About two novels are 
read in class and one or more outside of class. Lec-
tuces, French composi6on. Winter, Spring. Three hour .
10 (II) (12). French Compo.Ufion, These courses 
are to be taken in c"onnection with 7, 8, and 9. Re-
view of grammar is given along with exercises in 
composition. Pcerequisite, courses 4, 5, 6. Fall, Winter, Spring. One hour. 
13 04) (15). S..,.,.ey of French Literature, This 
course is based on Fortier's Bistoire de la Literature 
Fcancaise, with collateral ceadings and ceports. Fall, ·winter, Spring. Three hours. 
I& (17). Cla.,Ic Dnuna, Works of the seventeenth 
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. d Racine are 
. Corneille, an d historical · Mohere, ial an 
dramatists . in the soc Three hours. centucyC llateral ceadr~g~ Fall, Winter. ' cepce-
cead. o f the peno . f Babe s -
backgrounds o. A study of somed~1rrs, lectures, re 18 Balzac. C llateral rea "' · rks 0 
sentative "':o .Three hours. 
Spnng. n-
port s. Geman. • This course c~ h 
German . ntax wit ) Elementar~ mmar and s~ o- mem-
1 (2) (3 . h drill m gra ton readm., 'ble 
. f a thorou~ . conversa I ' h as poss1 srsts o . . ce>ses m . As roue se of systema~c =~~ pronunc~t>o~iass with the Pt~h~ lan-
ory ~or t' method is uset 17cal knowledg~ oprose and the direc t a prac 1 t" ons 111 
.. o- t he studen difficult se ec ~ Four hours. 
giV111;o Moderately w· ter Spnng. d"ng of 
age. l Fall 111 , The rea I 
gu try are read. ' d Poetry' t !com rep-
poe (5) (6). Prose an pr ose and poe rdy nineteenth 
4 f German th an · masterpie·ce~~iters of the. ·~~~t:;~;en in .con':tersa;::;r, 
resentatn e C stant exercls "' is rev! ewe : . on ammar centunes. . · and gr 
and compos.Itlon, Three hours. 
. Spnng. . h -
W111ter, S'lants . dy of gram 
- . h A stu . . s 
SP'anis : .ffi lt selectiOn ) Elementary t ly di cu d sys-1 (2) (3 . dCn& of modeca e d constant an Fall 
mar, the r ea ~odern writ.ers, ~~ composition. ' chiefly fro~ . conversatiOn a 
tematic dnl~ ~ Four hour~. . ers: As much .as 
Winter, SpnnM dern Spanroh Wn~ modem Spam:h 4 (
5) (6). 
0 
a number 0 da Aldes, e c. 
. · read from Palacio, Pere . ' in com-·possible. IS ludino- Becquer, ercises are given nducted 
·ters me "' d and ex · are co 
wn · reviewe , . Recitatwns . Three Gra~mar IS conversatwn. Winter, Spnng. 
r.o;~l't~n ~:\panish. Fall, . cour se deals wit? 
. h Th1s . of busi-hours. 'al Spanrs ' loitat>on 
1 
7. Co~merci of Spanish in th.e ~:~eaking peop es. the practical ~se among Spams 
enterp_ nses ness 
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Fall. Three hours. 
8 (9) (IO). Survey of Spanish Literature: The 
course is based upon a history of Spanish literature 
with collateral readings of representative selections. 
Lectures, reports. Fall, Winter, Spring. Three· hours. 
II. Modern Spanish Fiction: A study of the best 
prose writers of the nineteenth century, such as Alar-
con, Becquer, Valdes, Mesonero, Romanos, Pereda, 
and Valera. Reports, discussions. Winter. F.our hours. 
I2. Modern Spanish Drama: A study of the devel-
opment of realistic drama in Spain. Selections are 
read! from such writers as Mara tin, Jacinto, Bena-
venete, Galdos, and Quintero. Spring. Four hours. 
I3 (I4). Spanish Composition: A thorough review 
of grammar and exercises in composition based upon 
Espinosa's advanced Spanish Composition. Original 
s tories in Spanish are written by the students. Fall, 
Winter. One hour. 
IS. Oral Spanish: This course is conducted en-
tirely in Spanish and consists of drills in the idiomatic 
use of the spoken language. Spring. One hour. 
I6. Cervantes: A study of his life and works. Col-
lateral reading~, reports, and! classroom discussion. 
Spring. Three hours. 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
Work in physical education will be given in the 
.new gymnasium. The gymnasittm is large enough for 
a large indoor basket ball court, and the floor and 
·balcony have a seating capacity of about twelve hund-
red. It is provided with lockers and shower baths. 
Courses for Men. 
I. Swedish Gymnastics: Three hours per week; 
credit 1 hour. Primary gymnastics will be given. 
·This course is carefully designed to counteract in-
·COrrect posture assumed by students in study, to de-
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to ive (Trace and poise, to 
velop the ch~st ~nd lunJsto de~elopo all muscles of the 
secure coordmatwn, an 
body. . tics and Apparatus:. Three 
2. Swedlish Gy~~\ hour This course IS a con-
hours per week; ~ed~ll be op~n the second semester. 
tinuation of 1, an. WI s some heavy apparatus, 
Swedish Gymnastics, game k d field work will be 
nd a small amount of trac a? 'te. physical educa-a . h' course. P r erequiSI . given m t IS 
tion 1. tus. Three hours per 
3. Advanced. Heavyet'~~ose. student~ .who are 
week; no credit. Op t he work. Prereqmslt~: phy-
particularly_ adapteddt~ May be taken by special per-
sica! educatwn 1 an . 
mission. 
Courses for Women. 
G mnastics: Three hou~s 4 Swedish and German py . Gymnastics wtll • . 1 h r nmary 
per week ; cr~dlt ou. s. articularly adapt~d to de-
be given. This co~rs~ td.J to improve carnage, bal-
velop all• par~s of t le o ' 
ance, and pOise. . . Games: Three hours per 
5. Tactic:s, Cabstheru~;erequisite : physical educ~-
week; credit 1 hour.. continuation of 4, and wtll . 4 This course IS a 
bon . . d and outdoor games. include both m oor 
IX. PHYSICAL SCIENCES 
f this department is to lead 
The aim of the work ot and systematic knowlledge 
the student into an accur~ e h sical phenomena. The 
of t he principles underly~~~ fh{ student a sound ~rep­
courses are plann~d t?fig technological professwns. aration for the scient! c or 
Chemistry. 1 
. • This is a genera 
I (2) (3). Gene~al Ch:~s~:e~istry, dealing with 
elementary course m org rocesses. Students who 
the funda!'fle.ntal_ lahws :n~ ~hemistry will not be re-
have credtt m hlg sc oo 
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quired to take this cour se. Lectures and recitations 
two hours and laboratory fo!lf hours a week. 
11 
Four , 
hours, Fall, Winter, Spring.-71 /.1./t' -,- ~"' .......::;..., ~ 1 
4 (5). Inorganic Chemistry : 1-his is an advanced 
course covering the same work as the preceding 
course, but more extensive. Lectures and recitations 
three hours and laboratory four hours a week. Pre- .JJ 
requisite: Courses 1-3. Five hours. Fall and Winter.J -f"''t; 
6 (7). Qualitative Analysis: This course deals with 
the theories and practical processes of the analysis of 
the common metals and acids. Lectures and recita-
tions two hours and laboratory six hours a week. 
Prerequis~te: courses 4 and 5. ~hours. Fall and 
Winter. "':K-1-"S r/~.e/ 
8 (9). Quantitative Analysis: A general course 
covering the principles of gravimetric and volumetric 
analysis. Lectures and recitations one hour and lab-
oratory four hours a week. P r erequisite,; courses 6 
and ?. lf~ hours. Fall and Winter. 
10. Theory of Analytical Chemistry : A study of 
such theories and laws as osmotic pressure, ionization, 
chemical equilibrium, mass action, etc. Lecture, reci-
tation, and quizzes. Prereq_uisite : Courses 5 and 6. 
~ hour s. Spring. · '; f.rr' ..f'.,.,.. 
11 ( 12). Organic Chemistry: A course in the ali-
phatic series of the hydrocarbons, to discuss the more 
important derivatives and to show their relationships 
Lectures and recitations two hours and laboratory 
three hours a week. Three hours. Fa II and W inter. 
13. Organic Chemistry: Same as the above course 
except that it deals with the aromatic series. Lec-
tures and recitations three hours and laboratory four 
hours a week. F ive hours. Spring. c 
14 (15) ( 16). Chemistry and Composition of Food 
Products: A study of t he source, composition, and 
adulteration of foods. For home economics students. 
L ectures and recitations two hours a week and lab ... 
o ratory three hours. _ !'rer.equisite : courses 6 and 7. 
F 11 Winter Spring. 
Three hours. a ' . ' d A lied Chemistry: A 
17 (18) (19) . . Samtary a.."l PPt.on o£ food d ieta-
. t. food preserva 1 ' d study of samta wn, ' . t udents Lectur es an 
F home economics s . h s a ries, etc. or d laboratory t hree our 
recitations two. ~ours an 6 and 7. T hree hours. 
week. P rerequisitSe: ~ourses 
Fall \ iVint er, and pnng. . 
' Physics. 
. This is an int roductory I (2). General Physics: . . 1 of physics with 
. tl e general pr mcip es . 
course covermg 1 . nd licrht, magnetism, 
reference ~o. mechamcs, l~eea~tss~ho' h;ve had no high 
and electnc1ty. For s~u Fall and W inter. 
school physics: Four ours.. This is an advance.d 
3 Mechanics and Heat .. d heat A text IS 
• . ·th echamcs an · · 
course dealmg WI m Lectures and recite~:twns 
supplemented by lectur es. f ur hours a week. Pre-
three hour s and laboratory .o 1 t Five hours. Fall. 
. . ? or its eqUiva en . 
reqUisite: course ~ . . advanced cour se 
4. . Sou~d and Light ~i ,.~~ISL~ctu~es and recitations 
dealmg with sound and "' f hours a week. Pre-
three hours and laborato.ry ou rivalent. F ive h ours. 
r equisite: course 3 or Its equ 
Wint er. . . An advanced course 
5. Electricity and Magn~~t:Ism. L ectures and r e cita-
l . 't and magnetlsm. eek 
in e ectnci y d 1 boratory four hours a w . 
tions th:e.e hours an 4 a Five hours. Spring. PrereqUisite: course . 
X. SOCIAL SCIENCES 
. n essential par t of a 
Courses in s~cia l scien~ts a~e :ecessary prepar ation cultural educatwr: as we as 
for man.Y profe.sswns. lied for this depar tment, 
The library IS well supp d best works ·deal-. . ly all the latest an 
contammg near. d European history, govern-
ing with Amencan a.n . 1 b. raphy and ourrent 
mental publications, histonca wg ' . . 
periodi~als. maJ·or: Forty-five term h<;mrs Requirements for 
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in history and political science, among which courses 
1-3, 4-6, and 7-9 should be the basis. At least nine 
hours should be taken in economics and sociology. 
History. 
I (2) (3). Introduction to Contemporary Civili-
~ation: This course consists of the historic move-
ments from ISOO...to tb.e .present, but with special em-
phasis on the perioEI fr:om 1815 to the present. Should 
be-f.aken by all freshmen. Three hours. Fall, Winter, 
Spnng. .. 
4 (5) (6). Hisfory of the United States from ln-
depende.n~e to i92.4. This. course deals with political 
economic, and social questiOns. Attention is O'iven to 
the geo?'r_aphic factors in our national devel~pment. 
Prerequisite: 1-3. FaU, Winter, Spring. 
7 (8) (9). History of England from Early Times 
to the Present: This course sets forth the funda-
men~als o~ ~~e political, religious, literary, and eco-
nomtc activities of the English people; the develop-
m~nt of English institutions; and the growth of the 
Widely e:x.tended Empire. Prerequisite : 1-3. Three 
hours. Fall Winter, Spring. 
IO. Frerich Revolution and the Napoleonic Era: 
France on the eve of the ~evolution; political phil-
osophers; causes and events of the Revolution· and 
the Napoleonic war. Prerequisite: 1-3. Three hours. 
Fall. 
ll. Medireval Europe: This course covers the his-
tory o! E~rope. down to t he sixteenth century. The 
barbanan mvaswns, the reorganization of society to 
meet the new needs, the religious movements and the 
Crusades are set forth in their r elation to the new 
movements of the Renaissance. Prerequisite: 1-3. 
Three hours. W inter. 
I5. Crit ical Period in American History : The close 
of the Revolutionary wars, the weak ness of the arti-
-cles, t he feeling of disunion, international complica-
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tions and the formation of a new constitution. Pre-
requi,site: 1-3 and 4-6. Two hours. Winter. 
I6. The Civil War and Reconstruction: The causes 
of the war form the first part of the co~r~e. In ~he 
second part the coui"se deals with t~e political, S?~Ial, 
and economic phase~ of reconstructiOn. Prereqmstt~: 
courses 1-6. Three hours. Spring. _ 
I8. Renaissance and Reformation: T-his is ~ study 
of the artistic and literary phases of t.he Renats~a;nce, 
followed by a careful study of the soci~l and·~rehgto~s 
movements of the Protestant reformatton. PrereqUI-
site: 1-3. Three hours. Winter. -
20. Contemporary Europe: The cGurse o! the 
world in the next generation, if not in the next ce~­
tury is beinO' revealed in the news of the day. Thts 
cour~e deals ~pecifi.cally with the epoch-ma~ing events 
that begin with the armistice in 1918 and t;nclude the 
latest developments down to the !?resent time. Pre-
requisite: 1-3. Three hours. Spnng. 
22 (23) . Church History : A genera~ course in 
church history, dealing with the estabhshm~nt _of 
Christianity, its spread over the Roman: en;ptre,_ ~ts 
conquest of the barbarian er;npire, its dechn~ 111 spmt-
ual power, and its reformation and ~e~toratton to the 
New Testament standard. Prer equ tstte: 1-3. Three 
hours. Fall. Spring. 
Political Science. 
I. American National Government : A foundation 
course for more advanced work. The organization of 
our national government and the work of coordinate 
branches. Not open to freshmen. Three hours. Fall. 
2. Political Parties: T he origin and gr owth of 
political parties and their present st ate and activit_ies. 
Open only to those who have had _fresh men reqUire-
ments in history. Three hours. Wmter. 
Economics. 
I (2) (3). Principles of Economics: The principles 
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of Eco!lomics will b 
course as a ba . e emphasized th 
course there :i~~ ~or all further study rofgh the first 
to economic proble e an application of .the~ the. se~ond 
hours. Fall w· ms. Not open to f h e pnnciples 
4 E ' mter, Spring res men. Three 
· conomi H" · follow 1 3 c Istory: Th. - and · IS course · 
economic historyco~sists of a general IS planned to 
·1-3. Three hours o Sthe. United States. s~vey o~ .the · pnng. rerequ1s1te: 
1. Prine" I Sociology. 
lpes of S . 
as an intr d . OClology· Th" . o uct10n t . · IS cour · 
setti?g forth th f o the entire field s; Is P.lanned 
relations. Not e undamentals of o sociOlogy, 
open to freshmen. Th all sociological 
ree hours. Fall. 
S C H 0 .0 L 0 F FINE ARTS 
PURPOSE OF THE SCHOOL 
!'he School of Fine Arts is organized to meet the 
• cds of three types of students: those who want tqe 
q\tural development to be attained through a study 
.{ mu sic, art, and expression; tho!'e who want a 
'borough preparation for more advanced professional 
1 raining; and those who plan to prepare themselves 
tor t eaching the fine arts. 
DEPARTMENTS MAINTAINED 
The School of Fine Arts offers work in Piano, Voice, 
Violin, Art, Expression, and Public Speaking. The 
work of each department is outlined below. 
DIPLOMAS 
A diploma from the School of Fine Arts is offered 
upon the satisfactory completion of the work of any 
one of the departments, and the completion of at least 
one year of work in the college of arts and sciences. 
Candidates for the diploma are required to attain 
a satisfactory proficiency in their department. No 
promise can be made as to the length of time required 
for the diploma. The time required to complete the 
course for the diploma depends entirely upon the 
student's previous training, his applidation ~o the 
work, his ability, and finally to his artistic perform-
ance. 
Credit 
Not more than twelve hours of work from the 
School of Fine Arts may be offered toward the Bache-
lor of Arts Degree. 
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PIANO 
Instructor Miss F . Th' ' annie Ma . M IS department I ne oody 
every ot?er consider~t~~~s true . art!stic merit above 
~~~ ;;uesttOnable methods ~f ~~ hea:t_tly disapproves of 
lg standards and hiO'h .d rerttsmg. It stands for 
~o~r~~~s the indiscrir:ina ~e e~ s, and vigorously dis-
n tp _omas as an inducemen ISsuance of certificates 
a practice which necessar 'I t to the careless pupil-
to the cause of m . I y results in much h 
P
oo 1 us1ca1 art and arm r y-prepared pupil rec . . ' more harm to the 
elvtng the certificate 
P
. Plan of Work · 
lano-Two indi 'd • 
each.) VI ual lessons per week (rL h 
Cl · 72 our 
ass work-Theory H 
. gop. .(1 hour per we~k e~~r;:o)ny, H istory, and Peda-
nsemble Playing 0 · 
(Advanced studen~ ne ~our per week. 
ua1 lessons per week r~eqhulred to take three individ 
' 7 2 our each -
A Credit in Music . 
student is not cl . • 
?f years he has studi:~s~~~da accor?ing to the number 
tty as an ~xecutant. ccordmg to his real abi1-
0ne Untt rna b 
diploma. y e counted toward the high h 
A sc ool 
s many as eighteen h 
ory, and pedaO'o ours of work in the h . 
~or of Arts de~gr~ ~a[h~~c c7tu'nted toward th~r~ac~:~ 
m accordance with th o _effe of arts and scien 
ments for the de e conditiOns stated in _ces gree. requlre-
I Roll of Honor 
n order to give e • 
~o~~f~~~~~ii,s b:c:o~~~7~;i~g~:~~ie_nat7~u:~~~~i~~~ 
a[d of Harding College d:epresentatlves of the stand-
. o Honor containino- the partment of Piano, a Roll 
tssued at the end of e~ch pe/~m~s of these pupils is 
- IO o twelve weeks. This 
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Roll of Honor is publicly announced and posted. The 
names appearing on the Roll of Honor throughout the 
current session form the permanent Roll of Honor for 
the year, which is framed and hung in the chapel. 
To earn a place on the Roll of Honor, pupils must 
fulfil the following requirements: 
The grade of work done must be excellent in the 
individual lesson and satisfactory in the class work. 
No lesson or p:-actice period may be omitted, except 
for an una voidable cause explained satisfactorily to 
the teacher by a written excuse. 
All playing during practice periods must be strictly 
confined to work assigned by the teacher. 
Candidate for examination for Certificate must begin 
work not later than twelve school-months before ex-
amination and that upon recommendation of the in-
structor and Dean. · 
Candidate for examination for diploma must begin 
work not later than eighteen school-months before 
examination, and then upon approval of the instructor 
and Dean. 
Requiremenu for Examination for Certificate in P iano 
Technic : 
1. Major Scales (minimum speed, four notes to 
M. M. 112) played with both hands in parallel 
motion four octaves; Thirds; Sixths; Tenths, 
Contrary motion. 
2. Minor Scales: Harmonic and Melodic, played 
with both hands in parallel motion. 
3. Diatonic and Chromatic Scales in velocity and 
varied rhythm; also scales illustrative of the 
legato, staccato, and portamento touch . 
4. Chords: Major, Minor, and Diminished Triads; 
Dominant and Diminished Sevenths, all with 
added oct aves. 
5. Arpeggios in various forms on Major and Minor 
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triads; Dominant and Diminished Seventh 
Chords. 
6. Octaves: Diatonic and Chromatic Scales; all 
Tonic Triads. 
7. Double Triads; Major Scales (each hand alone). 
Theory and Harmony: 
A candidate for the . certificate must be thoroughly 
familiar with the Major and Minor Modes (har-
monic and melodic); Intervals; the Construction of 
Triads and Sevenths Chords, their inversions and 
through-base figures. The candidate must be able 
to recognize, by sound, fundamental position of 
Triads and Dominant Sevenths, and to transpose 
any succession of Triads (not containing a modu-lation). 
History of Music: 
The candidate for certificate must have had one 
year o_f History of music, and must have acquired 
a vocabulary embracing the musical terms in com-
mon use and their abbreviations. 
Sight-Singing: 
The candidate must have one year in ear training 
and chorus work. 
Literary Requirements: 
Diploma from High School. 
Repertoire Not Necessarily Memorized: 
One complete Sonata, consisting of three or four 
movements; four other standard classical pieces or 
movements from Sonatas ; six polyphonic pieces, two 
of which are to be three-part inventions; selections 
from Mendelsshon's Songs Without Words, Cho-
pin's Preludes, Har.berier and Cramer Studies-aU 
to have heen studied within two years preceding 
examination. 
Memorized Repertoire: 
The candidate for the certificate must have at least 
six solos, one of which shall be strictly classical, 
one polyphonic, and four other s, semiclassical or 
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· d within twelve d all to have been acqmre mo ern- . · 
months preceding exammatiOn. 
Pedagogy:, k equired in this subject. • • 
One year s wor r • • f Diploma m Music 
Requirements for Exammabon or 
Technic: . Scales with both hands in 
1. Major and 1Yfmor o-h ' four octaves (speed, 
parallel motiOn throuo 144). Thirds; Sixths: 
four notes to M. M.. ' 
Tenths. Contrary rno;.wnScales in velocity and 
2 Diatonic and Chroma ICl ·nustrative of legato, . . d rhythm . also sea es I 
vane ' nto touch. . 
staccato, an~ port~rne and Diminished Tnads; 
3. Chords: MaJ odr,D~~~nofs'hed ~eventh Chor ds-all Dominant an IIDI ~ 
with added octave~. M' and Diminished 
4. Arpeggio and. MatJOr, nd ~~[~inished Seventh 
Triads : Dornman . . a 
Chords, in all posJtiOn.s. M . or and Minor 
5. Double Thirhdsh andd aSt~~~)s '. C~~ornatic Minor Scales ( eac an · 
Thirds. . . ell Chromatic Scales; Ar-
6. Octa~es: Dla~omc ~n Minor Triads and Chords peggw of MaJor an 
of the Seventh. 
Harmony: . must be able to recog -
The candidate for graduation 11 kinds of Triads, all 
nize at sight and to naSrne a ths Chords of Ninths, 
kinds of Chords of th~ ~~e~ornposition; to r~cog .. 
and Augmented Cho.r s f T 'ads . the Dornmant 
nize by sound all kJ?ds o O:~lod ' not containin~ 
Sevenths; to harrnomze any f lriads and Dorm-
distant modulations by means o hymn or any or-
nant Sevenths~ ~o transpos~af~~g distant modula. 
dinary compositiOn not con 
tions. 
History of Music: must have had tw(· 
The candidate for graduation 
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ment involving afterward 
money, and energy as to b ~ so much loss of time 
less. It is safe to say th etir: some cases almost hope~ 
are there so many case af m no other field of study 
~he study of musical i~s~r~tunted development as in 
IS wholly dependent upon a ~ents, .where great skill 
nerves, and muscles La d ne adjustment of mind 
y t . . ' u se upon e ' e .It I.s a common fact that th conomy of energy. 
music IS usually berr d e study of mstrumental 
fo t bl .,un un er cond't· . r ~ e to the parent th I Ions more com-
IS still customary that th~nofa~orable to the child. It 
drer: be as l~ttle as possible .u~hay for lessons for chil-
quamted with some musi~ail at any Y.oung lady ac-
do. for the beginner." This r accom_Phshmen't "will 
vails concerning musical edu ep~ehensible custom pre-
everything else childre cation .only, for in almost 
that co?ditions can aff ndare provided with the best 
C d 
. or . 
onsi ennrr that a th 
t 
0 orourrh m · 1 d . o many become the use£ o ustca e ucation rna ne~rly all a. social pastim~l ~~ans of profit, and t~ 
enjoyment. It is the duty of th source ?£ exquisite 
parents of the common error e professiOn to warn 
prepared music teachers f m.ade ?Y engaging un-
who show any special a ti~r their chil~ren. Children 
lessons :rery early; in fact~~ ~or m.us.Ic should begin 
at the piano may beco etr chtldish amusement 
not. at all le.ss enjoyab;~e s~~rt study periods and be 
taxmg; lessons and study: sho ~~e b sh,?uld be no over-
sense of the word. u e play" in the true 
For the verv younrr the a~·e shortened j and th~ee t regular .half-hour lessons 
given a week. wenty-mmute lessons are 
VOCAL MUSIC DEPARTMEN; 
Lloyd 0 Sand . Sight S · · · erson, Director 
mgmg: A thorourrh . 
tary theory of Vocal M· . o cou~se m the elemen-
to practice, with gr;de~stc_: mu.ch ttme being devoted 
e_ ercJses. The round note 
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system of reading will be used-
Evangelistic Singing: Stud,ents taking this course 
must be enrolled in the Sight Singing class, or thor-
oughly understand the first principles "'f music. The 
study of Pitch, Time, Manifestation of beats, and the 
better song selections for service will be given much 
time in this course. One hour, throughout the year. 
Quartet Work (Male): Two Quartets, (First and 
Second) will be selected from the best talent, and 
will be met by the Instructor as often as is conven-
ient for all concerned. 
Harmony 1: Special attention will be given to the 
transposition o~ scales, intervals, and other important 
parts of fundamental principles. The Tonic, Dominant, 
Sub-Dominant, and Dominant Seventh chords will be 
covered, with much work in the harmonizing of given 
and original melodies, both in three and four part 
harmony. Two hours. 
Harmony 2: . A continuation of Harmony 1. Can-
didate must fully understand the construction of Ma-
jor, Minor, and Chromatic scales: transposition and 
Accidentals and the four chords given in Harmony 1. 
This course covers Seventh, Ninth chords in Major and 
Minor; Suspension Regular and Modulation and Pass-
ing tones, w ith special attention given to original 
work in Gospel song writing and the harmonizing of 
figured base melodies. Two hours. 
EXPRESSION 
College Course. 
First Year: Vocal expression, harmonic gmynastics, 
voice training, phonetics, life study, story-telling, 
diramatic thinking (Shakespeare), platform reading. 
Recitals. 
Text-Books: Curry's Spoken English and Lessons 
in Vocal Expression. Two and one-half hours recita-
tion a week. 
Second Year: Vocal expression, voice training, die-
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tion, harmonic trainino- t · · .. 
thinking (Shake spear~') pa~ omtmt~ trammg, dramatic 
act plays and comedv . ~amattc rehersal of one-
bridgment and readi~;pe~kmf ~n curren~ topics, a-
Recitals. 0 s ones, publtc reading. 
Text-books: Curr 's Found . . 
Two and one-half h~urs 't ta.twns of Expression. • rect a IOn a week 
Thtrd Year: Vocal expre · · · . ~>nance, diction, harmonic tr s~t«:>n, votce tra_mi_ng, res-
mg, play production d a~~mg, pantomtmic train-
tragedy and d ' rama IC rehersal of comedy 
b 
. ' rama, extemporane k' ' 
ndgment and public d ' ous spea mg, a-
pretation of contempora~~,\~ng tof the n<;>vel , inter-
Text-book: Curr 's I_ era. ure . Recttals. 
stinct. Two and o~e-~mlfaghmatton and Dramatic In-
a ours a week 
Fourth Year: Brownin d . 
re~o~ance, dramatic modufat~~ns cortempo~ary poets, 
mimic expression (character st o the voice, panto-
dr~ma rehersal, logical think~~y) ' stage art, ~odern 
bndgment and publi. d' f g and speakmg, a-. c rea mg o the dr · 
tatwn of forms of literature I d' 'd ama, _mterpre-
Text :book. Curry' . B · . n tvt ual recital. 
M I . s rownmg and the D . 
ono ogue. Two andl one-h If h . ra_mattc week. a our s recitatiOn a 
, Academy Course. · 
Oral English, voice trainin . versation sto t 11' g, correcttve work con-
' ry e mg myths fabl 1 · ' 
rative poetry bar · ' ' . es, ync and nar-
of lyrics, nar'rativr:~~t gymn~st~s , platfo_rm reading 
Text-Books: Curr , r~, an s o~t stones. 
lish and Spoken E: f· ~Itt~ Classics for Oral Eng-
recitation a week. g ts · wo and one-half hours 
PUBLIC SPEAKING 
. Class Work 
Ftrst Year: Vocal ex re . . 
netics, dramatic thinki~g sC~~n,k voice training, pho-
tion, extempore talks o- b a ~speare)' conversa-n o servatwn, experience, lit-
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erature, and current events, philosophy of public 
speaking. Extempore speeches on recitals. 
Two and one-half hours recitation a week. 
Scond Year: Vocal expression, voice training, res-
onance, diction, psychology of voice, harmonic train-
ing, dramatic thinking (Shaksepeare), study of mas-
terpieces of literature, logicl thinking and speaking. 
Extempore speeches on recitals. 
Two and one-half hours recitation a week. 
Third Year: Voice training, resonance, dramatic 
modulations of voice, interpretations of forms of lit-
eratur e, coordination of Spoken and Written English 
in the writing and delivery of various types of public 
addresses. Public addresses. 
Two and one-half hours recitation a week. 
Or~ Interpretation of the Bible 
Vocal expression in the interpretation of the Bible 
is strangely neglected. Vocal expression is the reve-
lation of realization. It is the purpose of this course 
to help the student to understand the spirit of the 
Bible in its different forms. The literary, narrative, di-
dactic, oratoric, allegoric, lyric, . drama tic, and epic 
spirits are studied. A part of the year will be devoted 
to the reading of the parables, the Art of the Master. 
Text-Books: Curry's Vocal and Literary Inerpreta-
ton of the Bible and the BIBLE. 
lndividiual Lessons 
This work is presented in private half-hour lessons 
to those desiring special attention or in case of a de-
ficiency in credentials. 
Requirements for Diploma 
A Diploma in Public Speaking is given to those who 
have satisfactorily completed the course in Public 
Speaking and! the course in the Oral Interpretation 
of the Bible. 
A Diploma in Public Speaking is given to those who 
have satisfactorily completed the Third Year of Ex-
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pression with the exception of play production and 
dramatic rehersal of comedy, tragedy, and drama; 
and have completed abridgment and public reading 
of the drama, and interpretation of forms of litera-
ture in the fourth year's work, and have given an 
individual recital. 
A dramatic Diploma is given upon the completion 
of the Third Year of Expression with the exception of 
platform reading in the First Year, abridgment and 
reading of stories in the Second Year, and abridg-
ment and reading of the novel in the Third Year, 
and have completed dramatic modulation of Voice, 
pantomimic expression (character study), stage art, 
and modern drama rehersal in the Fourth Year's 
work. 
A Teacher's Diploma is given for the satisfactory 
completion of the four years of work in Expression. 
ART 
FIRST YEAR-
Freehand drawing. 
Light and Shade-Charcoal. 
Sketching. 
\'Vater-color. 
Elementary Design. 
SECOND YEAR-
Freehand Perspective. 
Oil Painting. 
Pictorial Composition. 
Water-color. 
Theoretic Design. 
THIRD YEAR-
Life Drawing. 
Oil Painting. 
Applied Design. 
Pictorial Composition. 
History of Painting. 
China Painting. 
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. nt will be granted t;pon 
A Certificate of attaul:me of the work prescnbed, 
the satisfactory .completion nsi~t of a technical pro- . 
h · htch may co andl a t ests ~ f written work. 
duction or a ptece o 
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GRADUATES 
College and School of Fine Arts 
1917 
McReynolds, Wilbert Louisiana 
1918 
Thompson, Jay • • • • •• 0. 0 0 ••• 0 0 •• • ••••••••• Kansas 
1921 
Gardner, Mrs. ]. N . . ................... California 
Rhodes, William D. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Missouri 
Tenney, Arthur Boutelle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . California 
Thompson, Alice . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Kansas 
1922 
Christopher, Grace . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Kansas 
Corbin, Emma Faye . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Oklahoma 
Hunter, Still . . ............. . ......... . . . Alabama 
Matlack, Ruby Esther ..................... Kansas 
Thompson, Arch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Kansas 
Valentine, Ruby . ...... .. .... .. ..... . ... Oklahoma 
Williams, Floyd . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Kansas 
1923 
Benson, Earl U. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Oklahoma 
Benson, George Stewart . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Oklahoma 
Cronin, Gladys M .... . . . ............... . .. Kansas 
Har ris, Dot . ... ....... . .............. New Mexico 
Harris, Lida Kate .. .. .. . ... . . ... ... . .. New Mexico 
Loter, Ola . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Texas 
Roberts, Laura Neil . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Missouri 
Schick, Eula Irene . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Oklahoma 
Sears, Pattie Hathaway . . .. . ....... . .... Arkansas 
Thompson, James M. Thompson ... .. . .... Oklahoma 
Willoughby, Hazel Ra_e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Oklahoma 
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Wood, Mayma . .. ..... .. ..... ..... .... . 
Woodring, Rena Avana .... .. . ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. 
Wright, Royal E. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
77 
Oklahoma 
Oklahoma 
Oklahoma 
1924 
Oklahoma 
B · gs Clara Viola · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · . . Kansas 
B~fiingsley, William T. · · · · · · · · · · · ." ." ." ." ." ." Oklahoma 
Hamilton, Herbert T . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Oklahoma 
Lawson, Floyd · · ·: · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Nebraska 
Lowery, Rose Mane · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Nebraska 
Lowery, Ruby Frances · ::: : : :: : ::: : : : : : : . . Kansas 
Stark, Desdlamona · · · · · . . . . . . . . . . Texas 
T edford, Nelius · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Oklahoma 
Willoughby, Booker · · · · · · · · · · ·.:::: ·. · ..... : .... Texas 
Witt, C. Bryan · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
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CALENDAR 
1924-1925 
Fall Term 
September 23 . . . . . Rea-· . 
September 26, 8 p. m. ~::>Istratwn and Classification 
November 26, 27 ... . . . . . . .. . .. Student Reception 
December 18, 19 ... · . . . . . . . . Thanksgiving Lectures 
December 20-29 . ... . .. Fall Term Examinations 
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · Christmas Holiday~ 
December 30 Winter Term 
December 31 .. A. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Winter term be . 
· · nnual M t . gms 
March 13, 14 . . . . . ee ~Qg of Board of Trustees 
... . . Wmter term e . . xammatiOns 
March 1'7 Spring Term 
April 24 ..... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Sprino- t b 
J 
· · · · · · Nashville-Abil M ~::>. erm egins 
une 2, 3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ene- ornlton Debate 
June 4 .......... . ....... Spnng term examinations 
June 4, 8: p. m. . . . . . . . . . . Comme~cement Exercises 
. . . . . . . Closmg Entert . amment 
FACULTY 
1924-1925 
J. N. Armstrong, B. A., M. A., President. 
Adlai S. Croom, B. A., (M. A.)" Vice-President. 
Lloyd Cline Sears, B. A., M. A., Dean. 
Robert C. Bell, B. A., M. A., Dean of Bible. 
Woodson Harding Armstrong, B. A., Dean of Women. 
GEORGE S. BENSON, B. S., Principal 
Instructor in History and Education. 
Graduat~ Kingfisher High School (Oklahoma); 
graduate Harper College 1923; candidate for B. S. 
degree, Oklahoma A. and M. College, 1924; instructor 
in public schools in Oklahoma three years; inter-col-
legiate debater for A. and M. College 1923-24; special 
study of athletic coaching this summer. 
MRS. R. R. COONS, B. A., B. S. 
B. A. Abilene Christian College (Texas) 1920; B. S. 
in Home Economics, University of Colorado, 1922; 
attended University of Texas, summer of 1920; fifteen 
hours of graduate work; University of Colorado, 1923; 
graduate work in Iowa State College this summer; 
has taught in public schools of Texas four years, in 
Abilene Christian College one year, in Harper Col-
lege one year, and in Moreland (Idaho) High School 
one year. 
SALLIE ELLIS HOCKADAY, B. A. 
Instructor in English and Latin. 
Student Cordell Christian College four years; B. 
A. University of Oklahoma, 1920; instructor in English 
Abilene Christian College one year ; insructor in Eng-
lish and mathematics, Western Oklahoma Christian 
College, two years; instructor in Latin and mathe-
matics, Clinton (Oklahoma) High School, 1923-24. 
GEORGE W. KIEFFER, B. A. 
Instructor in Science and Mathematics. 
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Student, Cordell Christian College, 1914-16; B. A. 
University of Oklahoma, 1920 ; principal of high 
school, Owasso, Oklahoma, 1920-21 ; Instructor in 
Mathematics and Natural Science, Harpe·r College, 
1921-24; on leave of. absence for his M. S. degree in 
University of Illinois, 1924-25. 
C. RAY THOMPSON, B. A. 
Instructor in Business Methods and Mathematics. 
Graduate of Harper High School (Kansas); B. A. 
Quincey Business College, Quincey, Illinois; practical 
business experience for years with mercantile and 
insurance companies; Colorado State Manager for the 
Imperial Insurance Company. 
ROXIE WOODRING 
Instructor in Shorthand. 
Graduate Texola (Oklahoma) High School; gradu-
ate in business, Hill's Business College (Oklahoma 
City); employee in Bank of Texola; instructor in 
Stenography and Bookkeeping, Harper College, 1922-
24; Librarian Harper College, 1922-24. 
(To Be Supplied) 
Assistant in English. 
(To Be Supplied) 
Assistant in language. 
TEACHERS' TRAINING SCHOOL FACULTY 
EARL C. SMITH, B. A., M. A. 
Director of the Training School. 
MRS. WILLIE GRIFFIN, Supervisor. 
Primary. 
Five years of continuous experience as a teacher ; 
attended four terms in Arkansas State Normal; has 
taken special training for work in the intermediate 
department ; present position since 1923. 
RENA AVANA WOODRING 
Intermediate. 
Graduate of Texola (Oklahoma) High School; Jun-
ior College diploma, Harper College, 1923; instructor 
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. 1 1923-24. special work in in the Te~ola pubhTc schoosiate Nor~al, summers of 
methods m West exas 
1922 and 1923. 
A. THOMPSON 
Grammar School. C 11 1922. three-year state 
Graduate Harper o_ ege, t o' f fifth and sixth 
. · Kansas · mstruc or 
certificate m ' S hool department of Harper 
grades in tb.e Gr~~~s~~uc~or of seventh and eight? 
College, 1922-23 ' 
11 1923
_24 ; special work thts grades, Harper Co egeA d M College. 
summer in the Kansas . an . 
FINE ARTS FACULTY . 
The faculty for the School of Fine Arts lS enrolled 
in the College Division. 
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GENERAL INFORMATION 
PURPOSE 
We believe that education within a Ch . t. · ns tan en-
vtronment and under Christian teachers is just as val 
uable for the high s~hool student as for those of col~ 
lege rank. If there IS any difference, the greater de-
velopm:nt may be made with the younger student. 
For thts purpose Harding College maintains on its 
grounds an A-grade accredited Academy. It is t 
our purpose to discount the academic work b t no 
propose to make it just as strong and efficie~t ~s :;;:: 
work of the College, and to secure for it teachers who 
ar~ thoroughly prepared and experienced in teaching 
any ~omes do not have access to a good hi h 
school wtthout sending the childre f ~ k p . n away or th1s 
wor . arents wdl find in the Academy of Hardin 
Colleg~ the very finest quality of work, and at th! 
same time may be assured that their children are· . 
a wholesome Christian environment under th m 
and guidance of Christian teachers. e care 
SEPARATION 
The work of the A d · of the college i c:a d emy IS separated from that 
rooms Th. n per_w s, teachers, and largely in 
both th tsd separatwn strengthens the work of 
e aca emy and college Stud t 
lowed to enroll in classes in th~ aeadeen s arde nhot al-
lege at the same time. my an t e col-
STUDENT ACTIVITIES 
A detailed statement of t d . . . . the College d. . . T s u ent actlvttles IS given in 
. tvtston. he students of the A d 
~~[~~e i~~l~~i!or':ls of acti:riti.es encouraged c~Y e~~ 
studen't publican~~::~~uybssoctet~tesl, athletics, debating, , , rect a s, etc. 
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REGULATIONS 
Students of the Academy are under approximately 
the same regulations as govern college students. All 
who room in our student homes are expected to ob-
serve the regulations of the homes. A more detailed 
account of regulations governing students may be 
found in the College division. 
· ADMISSION 
Any student who holds a county certificate or a cer-
tificate froni a common school of recognized stand-
ing will be admitted without examination. Such ad-
mission, however, is provisional and depends upon the 
quality of the student's work dluring his freshman 
year. 
Advanced Standing 
Students will be given credit for work done in other 
affiliated high schools upon receipt of a propexly 
signed transcript from the superintendent or principal 
of the school from which they come. Students may 
receive credit on courses taken in unaffiliated high 
schools by examination, together with a satisfactory 
record in their adlvanced work with us. 
Amount of Work 
The normal amount of work for high school stu-
dents is four full time classes. No student will be al-
lowed to carry more than this amount in any year' s 
work except by special provision of the faculty, and 
this favor will be granted only to seniors who may 
need slightly more work to meet the requirements 
for graduation and whose grades in the previous year 
indicate an ability to carry more than the normal a-
mount. In this case the largest amount of work that 
may be c~rried by a senior is five full time classes. 
Students who do regular work for their expenses 
may not be allowed to carry a full course. The a-
mount of work allowed them will depend upon the 
amount of time they will have for preparation. 
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REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATION 
Our requirements recognize two large classes of 
students, those who intend to continue their educa-
tion with a college course, and those who desire to 
finish only the high school course. To meet the needs 
of these two classes, we have two standards for grad-
uation. 
Regular Course 
For students who plan to meet the requirements for 
college entrance, the following units are required. We 
believe most students should follow this course. 
English . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 units 
Algebra . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 unit 
Plane Geometry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 unit 
One foreign language . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 units 
Natural science . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 unit 
History . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 unit 
Bible . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 unit 
Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 units 
Total . .. .. . ........ 16 units 
Note: The natural science requirement may be 
met by physics 1 unit, chemistry 1 unit, botany 1 unit, 
zoology 1 unit, or a half unit of botany and zoology, 
or physical geography 1 unit. provided the course is 
taken as a laboratory science. 
Of the six elective units not more than four may 
be included from vocational subjects (manual train-
ing, home economics) or business subjects (short-
hand, typwriting, bookkeeping, business arithmetic, 
etc.). 
General Course 
For students who do not plan to enter college the 
following courses are required: 
English . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 units 
Algebra . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 unit 
Plane geometry :-. . .. . .... . ... . ....... 1 unit 
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. 1 . . ........ 1 unit Natura sc1ence · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .. . 1 unit 
History · · · • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 1 unit 
Bible . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 8 units 
Elective .. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · _· _·_ ··_· ___ _ 
Total . .. . ...... . . 16 units 
Note· The requirement for natural. scienc: is the 
. he re uirement above. This reqmre~ent 
:~en~~ ~e sati~fied by domestic science or agncul-
tu~f the eight elective units no~ more th~n four may 
be taken from vocation or busmess subjects. 
Electives 
Note t· The electives should, if possible, be sel~~te~ 
so as to ~ecure three full units in at l~ast. one sue]=~­
besides English, and two or three umts m som 
ditional subject. d.t "ll be allowed for work which 
Note 2: No ere 1 Wl 1 1 b ·o-ht 
is a part of st':dent activities such as g ee c u , Sl, 
sinJi~g, tthl~~lc:heet~~lection of courses any st_udehnt 
o e . h " h he may not have had m t e 
may elect_ a course w ~~udent will be allowed to elect 
year prev~ous,dbut ~o of the year of his classification, 
a course 1n a vane · · th t ear which 
·d, d ny other course remams m a y prov1 e a 
he may take. 
Selection of Courses 
The followino- suggested outline indicates the order 
in which cours~s should be pursued: 
Required : 
. Bible A 
English A 
Mathematics A 
Elecive-One from : 
First 
History A 
Home Economics A 
Yecu-
Required: 
Bible A 
English A 
Mathematics A 
Elective-One from: 
History A 
Home Economics A 
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Second Year 
Required: 
English B 
Mathematics B 
Elective-Two from : 
French A 
Latin A 
History B 
Home Economics B 
Science B 
Required: 
English B 
Mathematics B 
Elcetive-Two from : 
French A 
Latin A 
History B 
Home Economics B 
Science B 
Required: 
Third Year 
Required: 
English C English C 
Elective-Three from : 
French B 
Latin B 
Science D or F 
Government A 
Mathematics C 
Elective-Three from 
French B 
Latin B 
Science D or F 
Government A 
Science C 
Fourth Year 
Elective: Four Elective: F our 
English D English D 
Science F or D Science F or D 
History D History D 
Psychology A Education A 
Latin C Latin C 
Four units may be elected from vocational and b':si-
ness subjects, and these units may be taken dunng 
any year as electives. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
Bible 
Bible A: This year until Christmas will be given 
to the study of Genesis, Exodus, and Joshua. The 
class will be made familiar with the f~cts of .t~ese 
books. The - remainder of the year wtll be d1v1~ed 
equally between Matthew and Acts. While attentiOn 
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will be given to the geography and the history of 
Palestine during the time covered by these books, the 
chief emphasis will be given to the facts of the books 
themselves and to the teachings of Christ and the 
apostles. 
Bible B : This year until Christmas will be given 
to a study of Israel under the judges and the kings to 
the death of Solomon. The facts and the narratives 
of this interesting period of Hebrew history will be 
drilled into the class from the Bible itself. The re-
mainder of the year will be divided between Luke and 
Hebrews. Along with Luke will be parallel readings 
from the other Gospels, and along with Hebrews will 
be parallel readings from the Law, especially from 
the book of Leviticus. 
Bible C : This year until Christmas will be given t6 
the study of the Hebrew peoples from the death of 
Solomon to the carrying away unto Babylon. The 
prophetical books will be considered in their time or-
der and in connection with the events and conditions 
that called them forth. After Christmas the class 
will study the Exile, Restoration, and Inter-biblical 
periods, respectively. The books of Esther, Ezra, 
Nehemiah, and the prophetical books written during 
this time will be read, and the contemporary history 
of Babylon, Persia, Greece, and Rome will be noticed 
The last third of the year will be devoted to a study 
of the life of Christ, consisting of a comparative study 
of John and the Synoptic Gospels. Throughout the 
year considerable attention will be paid to the geo-
graphy and the history of all lands involved, and 
Blaikie's "Bible History" will be used regularly, but 
the sacred text itself will be given most prominence. 
E ducat ion and P sychology 
Education A. Elementary P sychology : This course 
presents a general view of the mental processes and 
their development. Special attention is given to the 
principles and laws of attention, apperception, mem-
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. ory, imagination, emotion, reasoning, and will. One-
half u·nit. 
Education B: Methods: A discussion of classroom 
organization, · classroom routine the daily pro<Tram 
. ' b ' 
e~c. Anal~sis of the principal types of teaching, tech-
ntque of mstruction assignments, teaching how to 
stt1dy, and the art of questioning. One-half unit. 
. Education C. School Management: A <Teneral 
~o~rse in the principles of classroom management, 
school ma~agement, discipline, organization, and 
. other practical problems involved in the daily routine 
of the school. One-half unit. . . 
English 
English A. Composition and! Grair.mar: One aim 
of this course is to give a thorough review of gram-
. mar and to develop accuracy in spelling, punctuation, 
an,d sentence structure. At least one oral and one 
wr~tten theme are due every week. Pupils revise the 
wntten themes until they have no errors. Outside 
.readings and reports are selected from standard au-
:th9rs. Another aim of the course is to cultivate a love 
o~ · the best literature, to develop taste, and to in-
crease ~he power of self-expression. Short poems are 
.rn.emonzed, and a number of classics are· studied in 
. 4etail, including the Lady of the Lake, Sohrab and 
Rustum, the Christmas Carol, the Gold: Bug, T reasure 
Isl.and or Ivanhoe, Merchant of Venice, and the Cul-
pn.t Fay. T ext: Ward's Sentence and Theme. One 
umt. 
English B. Advanced Composition: Emphasis up-
on. sp.elling, punctuation, sentence structure, and gram-
rna~ ts contmued. Pupils review description and nar-
rat~on, and study exposition and argumentation. 
Umty, coherence, and the meanin<T of the para<Traph 
h . d b b are emp astze . There are oral and written themes 
weekly. Outside report s are on poems, novels, essays, 
and dra mas fr om standard autHor s. The class'ics 
sfudied in detail ar,e : As You Like It, A Midsummer 
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N"<Tht's Dream Silas Marner, A Tale of Two Cities, 
G~~y's Elegy, The Deserted v.illage, Mess~ge to Gar-
cia, Vision of Sir Launfal, Pn~oner of Chtllon, and a 
short story from Poe. One umt. . . · 
English C. American ~iteratur~: Long's.H1st~ry 
of American Literature 1s. used .m connectmn wt.t.h 
Payne's Readings in Amencan Ltterature. ?tress ts 
put upon the re!ation. of the au~hors and th~tr works 
to the periods 111 wh1ch they hved . . Them:s 3;re on 
subjects connected with the authors, penods, and 
works studied. Macbeth, Twelfth Night, and at least 
one essay, one biography, two novels, and two ~hor.t 
stories are studied. An effort is made for :ach pup1l 
to report in class on some work from each 1mporpnt 
author studied. Pupils are urged .to know the l~ter-
ature as well as the man. One umt. . 
English D. English Lite~atur~ : Long's ~nghsh 
Literature is used in connectmn wtth the Twelve Cen-
turies of Poety and Prose. T~e same method of study 
is used as in English C. Bnef rep<;>rts are made by 
each pupil on some work from each tmp~rtant author. 
Weekly or fortnightly themes. One umt. 
French 
French A. Beginning French: A thorough study of 
O"rammar to<Tether with the reading of easy Fre~ch . 
Some work is done in composition and conversatmn. 
One unit. 
French B. Intermediate French: The readi~f? of 
more difficult selections from the French romantlcts~s, 
together with a furth.er study of gra~.mar, and dat~Y 
exercise in conversatmn and compos1tton. One umt. 
French C: Romantic Prose and Poetry:. Grammar 
is again taken up and composition work 1s follow:d 
systematically. Class conversation is conducte~ m 
French. As much as possible is read from such wnte:s 
as Hugo, Loti, Coppee, Sand, and others. One umt. 
History and Government 
History A. Ancient History: This course is a 
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general survey of the history of the Eastern nations 
and a fuller treatment of the history of Greece and 
Rome. One unit. 
: History ~· .. Mediaeval and Modern History: The 
htst~ry of ctvthzation is continued from the end of the 
p:evwus course. The res~oration of the Empire, the· 
n~e of the Papacy, Feudahsm, Crusades, rise of Euro-
pean. states, Ret:aissance, Reformation, French Re-
volution, Expanswn of Europe, Great War, and New 
Europe are all proportionally treated. One unit. 
History D. .American Hist~ry: This is. a general 
sur~~y of the htstory .of the Umted States. The social, 
pohtical~ and ecc:momtc aspec~s of the nation's develop-
m~nt wtl~ be gtven emphasts. Careful consideration 
wtll be gtven to the world relationship of the United 
States. One unit. 
. Government A. American Government: This course 
ts a st~dy. <;>f the government of the United States, 
and of mdtvtdual states, and a comparison of our gov-
ernment with foreign governments. In a more o-en-
eral .way it deals with international and with c"'om-
murl:tty and municipal government. Guitteau's A-
mencan Government or Magruder's American Gov-
er~ment, together with library readings. One-half 
umt. 
Economics A. Elementary Economics: This cour.se 
emphasizes the historical and descriptive matter re-
latmg to the economic development of the United 
States and England. Thompson's Elementary Eco-
nomics. One-half unit. 
Latin 
Latin(\·. Beginning Latin: This course is a thor-
oul?h dnll m grammar and syntax with some trans-
latiOns of the first book of Caesar. Smith's Latin 
Lessons. One unit. 
Latin.B .. Caesar: Four books of Caesar are trans-
lated wtth a carHul study of construction. Exercise 
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in writing Latin is also given. One unit. 
Latin C. Cicero: Six orations are read. Some at-
tention is given to Cicero's prose style. Composition 
work in Latin accompanies the course. One unit. 
HOME ECONOMICS 
Home Economics A-1. Elementary Cooking: This 
course teaches the names of utensils and their use 
and care, and covers the first steps in cooking. First 
semester. One-half unit. 
Home Economics A-2. Elementary Sewing: This 
course teaches the use of the thimble and needle, and 
gives practice in different kinds of stitches, etc. Sec-
ond! semester. One-half unit. 
Home Economics B-1. Principles of Cooking: 
This course consists of a study of the production, man-
ufacture, and composition of typical foods, their classi-
fication according to the food principles contained 
therein, a study of the needs of the body, etc. First 
semester. One-half unit. 
Home Economics B-2. Principles of Sewing: This 
course gives a general knowledge of garment making 
by hand and by machine. Practical application: a 
hand-made corset cover, a kimona, nightgown, com-
bination undergarment, petticoat, and middy blouse. 
Second semester. One-half unit. 
Home Economics C-1. Serving and Etiquette: 
The course treats the different ways and times for 
serving fruits and other foods, and gives practical 
instruction in etiquette. First semester. One-half 
unit. 
Home Economics C-2. Sewing: This is a general 
course in advanced sewing. The use of different kinds 
of stitches, patch-stitching, etc. Second semester. 
One-half unit. 
Manual Training 
Manual Training A. Elementary Woodwork: This 
course will include a study of ( 1) the use of all the 
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~rdinary bench tools; (2) the structure and use of the 
fi0I?~on wodod(s; (3) the composition and use of wood 
in~: :~d; abnl 4). the reading of simple working draw-
l:> ue pnnts. 
Each student will work out at least fi . d" "d I 
P
roJ· ects f 11 · . ve m IVl ua o owmg workmcr drawings d . h 
class . The fi~al problem of the year's ~~r~ ~~11 \: 
somke smabll ptece of furniture, such as taboret bo k 
rae , urn rella stand f t t 1 . ' 
0 
h. h b ' oo s oo ' or magazme stand 
:g1~t. (;:~:::c~~:ti~r:~~dyf of the stude~t construct~ 
One-half unit. our shop penods a week. 
Manual Training B. Advanced Wo d . 
course includes (1) the makincr of ok~orkk: Thts 
from models . t?) lett . o wor mg s etches 
desian · (4) '\.- k. erfmg; (3) principles of furniture 
0 ' rna mrr o complete k" d · from desi(Tns. and o(S) th w?r mg rawmgs 
~:r~ ~~~~~~tio~ and four s~~;n;!~~ocJ~0~ ~;e!·~~nig::~ 
Mathematics 
A. Algebra: A tho rrh · principles of alae bra roth co~~se m the. elementary 
able t. . . o . n additiOn to this consider-
tion, r~~c~fs,g~:~~r~~i~~~e ~~~~n~~- involution, evolu-
B~ Plane Geometry: The five b k 
o:netry are studied. The solution oo~ s ~:.Pl~ne ge-
Cises forms an important on oma exer-
attention is rriven to th par~ of the course. Special 
. o e acqmrement of order and 
~~~~~Y0/~ demonstra~ion, to the formation of :~~~ veloping ~~fi~t~' t~on~~se, self-expression, and to de-
unit. I a w correct conclusions. One 
C. ~dvanced Algebra: A review f 1 
algebraic principles with a more ad o de ementary 
of quad t. T ' vance treatment 
lution, e~~l~~:ion ~:ftii~s a~deci~lly t~eated are: Invo-
ponents, radical~. One-hall uo~~rhon, theory of ex-
D. Solid Geometry: The m~thods of plane ge-
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ometry are continued and analogies between solid and 
plane geometry are noted. Prerequisite: Mathematics 
B. One-half unit. 
Natural Science 
Science A. General Science: This is an elementary 
course including work in physics, chemistry, botany, 
zoology, and a study of general scientific laws and 
principles. Two laboratory periods a week. One unit. 
Science B. Physiology: A study of the human 
body, its organisms and their functions, food, care, 
and sanitation. Drawings, de'mon_strations and li-
brary work. One-half unit. · 
Science C. Agriculture: A course in the study of 
the principles and practices of agriculture, covering 
soils, crops, dairyi;lg, stock raising, and feeding, poul-
try, etc. Laboratory exercises. One-half unit. 
Science D. Physics: A general course in the prin-
ciples of physics. Laboratory work two days each 
week. Open only to juniors and seniors, and alter-
nates with Science E. One unit. ' 
Science E. Chemistry: A study of the chemical 
elements, their properties and uses, the chief com-
pounds and their properties, the fundamental laws of 
chemistry, and the common chemical nomenclature. 
L~borat?ry two days a :Ws.ik. Alterna~by yea,rs , 
wtth Sc1ence D. One umt.lf' 5 t:t. ~ -f- '-) 
Science F. Biology: An introduction to the bio-
logical sciences, dealing with the general laws of 
life, development, structure, environment, etc. Ac-
companied by laboratory work two days each week. 
One unit. .......-
BUSINESS DEPARTMENT 
P~rpose 
A necessary aim of every education is to train the 
student to be self-supporting. In answer to the de-
mand for vocational training business and vocational 
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schools have sprung up. But most of these schools 
fail to meet the needs of students because they offer 
courses exclusively vocational which may be finished 
within a few months. While such courses may pre-
pare one for holding minor positions, they give an 
inadequate training for life work. 
In contrast with this brief preparation, many high 
schoels are incorporating in their curricula courses 
in typewriting, shorthand!, bookkeeping, and other 
commercial subjects. The advantages of this plan 
are many. The high school course gives the student 
a broader and stronger foundation than a few months 
spent in an exclusively business college. The corre-
lation of the business courses with the high school 
gives the student an opportunity to finish high school 
at the same time he receives his business training. 
This saves the student money and time. By this plan 
as a student graduates from high school, if he so 
· chooses, he may have a solid foundation for his fu-
ture work, he may be an expert typist, or steno-
grapher, be master of the fundamental principles of 
bookkeeping, and have a pretty thorough knowledge 
of business forms and practice. As he finishes his 
high school course, he is then ready to fill a number 
of useful places in the world's work. 
.We urge students, however, not to be contented with 
the business courses alone, but to enter planning to 
complete the entire high school course. Many of the 
best .and most responsible industries and firms de-
mand that all clerks employed in office work be high 
school graduates. Even college graduates are de-
manded for more responsible positions. If one plans 
to rise in a business, it is a fatal mistake to confine 
one's work to the business courses alone. 
The General Student 
Perhaps the majority of students do not plan to 
enter the business world as stenographers or book-
keepers, but a knowledge of typewriting, business 
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. l w is extremely useful to <l:ny 
forms, and busmess wtatever businesss or profess10.n 
man or woman. I~ wledge of typwriting today ts 
one may enter,. a nod haps no student should 
almost imp~rhatlv~ ~f c~~::e without it. 
finish the htg sc 0 
BUSINESS DIPLOMA 
. ·n be granted to those 
A Diploma in Busmess ':1 hical or the bookkeep~ 
who finish either tdhd~ ~tenotogrttie business courses the . 
. e In a 1tlon . d. mg cours · ill be reqmre ·. . 
following regular courses w . . . . . . . . . . . 2 un~ts 
English . . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · . . . . . . 1 un~t 
Algebra . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·. ·. ·. . . . . . . 1 umt 
Plane Geometry · · · ... · · · · · · . . . . . . 1 unit 
Bible .... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 4 units 
4 •••• • 0 Electives · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
9 units 
~ot:~~~~~~d · £;~~ ·r~~lar high 
The electives are to .e r science, languages, but 
school courses such <I;S ht~to y 'ses or fine arts courses. 
not from other vocationa cour ' 
COURSES . 
't' of the Twenttet.h Bookkeeping: The latest ed~ tOn·s taught in thts 
f bookkeepmg 1 · d to Century system o . ht by being requtre 
course. The studen~ ts d~:u!otes checks, drafts, a~d 
keep books and t? an. t as he will find them tn 
ther business forms, J~S 
o b . One umt. ht 
actual usmess. and speed are soug · 
Typewriting: Accu=acy, ~a~~chanism of the typ~­
Some ac~u~intance w~~ethfirst part of the course IS 
writer 1S mcluded. erfect accuracy, the lat-
given to the develop:ne~t ~~des exercises for learnmg 
ter to speed. . Practice t~c and correspondence. . Stu-
the keys busmess form ' llent records w11l be 
' k the most exce l or dents who rna e . . handling the actua c -
allowed to do practice m 
respondence of the college. system of shorthand is 
Shorthand: The Gregg 
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t~ught. Students ma a .. 
Ore. C_onstant drill i~ g~vanct as rapidly as they d -
ne umt. Iven or accuracy and spee~ 
Conun~rcial Law: A . 
~~'::rs~eal_mg with contrf:t~erf~g~~u~se in commercial 
a aims to be practical' o_rms, etc. The 
b g~neral understanding of t~nd to gi:'e the student 
usmess law. One-half . e essential features f 
B · . umt o 
usinesa An·thm t• · . h e •c· A ant metic as a r d • study of the h 
practice in r YP Ie to business accoun . P. ases of 
tation. 0 apid calc~lation and short f tmg, Including 
. ne-half umt. orms of compu-
. Bus~ess Spelling: D . . 
tn spellmg. A hi h ;,. aily p~acttce through the 
who expect credit gfro""~adthe. Will be required for th~:er 
IS course. ' 
A EXPENSES 
fuller statement f 
the College section To .t.exp~nses may be found . 
each term and st d UI IOn IS due at the o . m 
~~~ment' ~'they ~n~~:' '¥~:\:mnge to n!'e~~,~~e~: 
mng. es ar.e also due at th 
. e 
H " h S Tuition 
T I~ . chool Tuition UitiOn for Piano Ex .. ... : ... . ...... $20.00 a term 
Speaking, Art e't prehsswn, Public 
' c., eac 
R 
· · · · · · · · · · · · $20.00 a term 
Th egular Fees 
e regular fees 
are for the term are due from each 
Entrance Fee . student, and 
Library Fee · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · . . . $? 00 · · · · · ·. .. . .. · -· a term 
. · · · · · · · · · · · · $2.00 a term 
T Special F 
Php:~riting (rental) ....... -~~ 
Che
y . s · . . . . . . . . . . . . · · · · · · · $5.00 a term 
' mistr · · · · · · · ·... . t Biology y · · · · · · · · · · ..... .. ..... · · · · · · -0000 a term ··· ... . , at ~ 
Home Econ~~i~~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2.·00 a term......,-
. ·. .. . . . . erm 
- · · · · · · · · · · · · · $3.00 a term 
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Diploma or graduatio~ fee ............ $5.00 
A deposit of .$3.00 _!!lUSt be made for chemistry. 
Any breakage wiirl:>"e deducted from this deposit. In 
case of no breakage the deposit will be refunded at 
the end of the course. 
Business Courses 
If the business courses are taken in connection with 
other high school work, and the student pays reg-
ular high school tuition, the following fees are 
charged: 
Typewriting ............. . ... . .... $6.75 a term 
Shorthand .. . ...... . .. ... : . .. . .... $6.75 a term 
Bookkeeping ........ . ..... . . ...... $6.75 a term 
Combination of any two ........... $10.00 a term 
All three . .......... . . . ..... . .... . $15.00 a term 
If students take the business course alone, the 
following fees are charged: 
Typewriting ............. . . .. . . . .. $10.00 a term 
Shorthand . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10.00 a term 
Bookkeeping .................. . ... 10.00 a term 
Combination of any two ... . . ...... . 16.75 a term 
All three . . ......... . ... . ..... . .... 22.50 a term 
The courses in commercial law, spelling, and arith-
metic are without fees. 
BOARD AND ROOM 
Rooms in the students' homes are $22.50 a term, an 
average of $7.50 a month. They are to be taken by 
) 
the term. These homes are thoroughly modern, comfortably 
furnished with every convenience. Students should 
bring with them their own toilet articles, their bed-
ding, towels, and other personal necessities. They 
may also bring any rugs, penants, pictures, which 
/ will make their rooms more attractive and homelike. 
Students take their meals at the college club, where 
I they get their board at the actual cost of the food materials and preparation. It is expected to average 
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about $14 a month or less this year. Each student at 
least ten days before the opening in the fall is re-
quired to send a deposit of $10 to be applied on. his 
first month's board, and at the first of each school 
month he must make deposit with the club of $15. 
.At the close of the year, if the cost of his meals has 
been lower than $15 a month, the balance of this de-
posit is refunded to him. 
HARDING COLLEGE 
GRADUATES OF THE ACADEMY 
1919 
' -
101 
. Kansas 
Babcock, Frances · · · · · · : · · · · · · · · · · · : : ·. : : : : . ~an~~s: 
Beal Marion, (Commerctal) · · · · · · · · Mi'nn~s.o,~~ 
Lawyer Ray · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Califonita-
T 'Arthur Boutelle · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · - Ka~sa_· s. _ enney, . ..... . 
Thompson, Alice · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
1920 
•",\ 
Ar):cansas. 
Caldwell, Ruby · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ' · · · Louisiana 
Elston, Luke · · · · · · ·. · · · · · · · · · · · · · : : :: :: ·. Louisiana 
Elston, Esthe: · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .' .' . .. . ... Oklapoma. 
Graves, Maunce · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .. K~nsas 
Hamilton, John T .. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·. California 
Miller, Gardi~ Mane · · · · · · '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.' .. . Kansas 
Smith, Georgta · · · · · · · · · · · · . . . . . . . . . . . . . Kansas 
Thompson, Arch · · · · · · · · · · · · · Kansas 
Thompson, Martha . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · '" · · · 
1921 
Kansas 
Beal, George · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Oklal:10ma 
Corbin Emma Faye · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Oklahot;9a 
Davis 'velma . · · · · ·: · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Arkansas 
Harri~ Margaret Pnce _ · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · . Oklahoma 
Lawso~ Floyd · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Kansas 
McLaughlin, Orene · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · . Kansas 
Matlack, Ruby Esther · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · : Kansas 
Rather, Dale· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ... . .... Kansas 
Rhodes, And_rew · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · . . . . . . Kansas 
Rhodes, Mabel · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · . . .. . .. Kansas 
Smith, Lola · · · · · · · · · ·B· ····it'· · · · · · · · . California -
Tenney, Mrs. Arthur oute e · · · · · · · · · · Oklahoma 
Thompson, James M. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Oklahoma 
Tidwell, Thelma · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Oklahoma 
Valentine, Ruby · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Oklahoma 
Warlick, Goldie · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Oklahoma 
Wilhite, Anna · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
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.. 
Wood, Mayma .. .. .. . ... . . ..... . .. . .... Oklahoma 
Wood, Thurman .. . ..... .. .. . .. ,. ... .. ... . .. . Texas 
Wright, Royal ................ . ........ Oklahoma 
1922 
Bachman, Floyd Merble ... . . . ............ Oklahoma 
Biggs, Clara Viola ............. . ......... Oklahoma 
Billingsley, T. Lawrence ............ .. .... . Kansas 
Billingsley, William T .......... . .... ... ... Kansas 
Christopher, Margaret ..... .. ... . ........ . Kansas 
Collins, Frieda Helen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Kansas 
Collins, Pauline . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Kansas 
Demuth, Claude . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Oklahoma 
Hazlet, Raymond .......... . ........ ,. . . . . Colorado 
Roles, Lowell ..... . .... . ... . ............ Nebraska 
Shaw, Herman Quincey .... ... .. . ... .. . . . .. Kansas 
Turner; Audrey Faye . .......... . .. . ..... . . Kansas 
Watson, Paul ......... .. .......... .. ... Oklahoma 
1923 
Adamson, Dollie J . . ... . ......... . . . ...... . Kansas 
Babcock, Leaford G. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Kansas 
Campbell, Buell . . ............... . ........ Alabama 
Cates, Rachel . . . .. ....... . .............. Oklahoma 
Chapin. Lloyd C. . . ... . ............. . ....... Kansas 
Cline Violet J. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Kansas 
Davis, Wayne M .... . .. .. ... . . . ........ Oklahoma 
Dillard, Nola M . ........ . ........... ... ... Kansas 
Gamble, Grace ........ . ............ . .. .. Arkansas 
Hamilton, Herbert T .. . . .. ........... . ... Oklahoma 
Hazlet, William .......... . .............. . Colorado 
Hebbard, Everett M. . .......... .. .. ... . . .. Kansas 
Horton, Brady L. . . .......... . ......... . .... Texas 
Matlack, Floyd H . . .......... . ........... . Kansas 
Miller Gardia Marie . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . California 
O'Neal, Audrey ..... .. ...... . .... . . .. .. . . . Kansas 
Oxley, Clark Lewis .................. . .. . .. Kansas 
Perry, Hugh ~· . .. .................. . ... . .. Texas 
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Schuster, Leona 
W!lhite, H. Hans~l· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Missouri 
W~lson, Alberta Isab~l· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Oklahoma 
Wllson, James M. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Oklahoma 
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .. T.exas 
1924 
A_rdrey, Lillian 
Babcock, Irene R~th · · · · .. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .. · Kahsas 
B~t~enfield', Lucille . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .Kansas 
~:llmgsley, Herschei.Aib~~t · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Texas 
ack, Judd L. . . . . . . . . . . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · . . Kansas 
Blackv.~ell, Beatrice Marie . . ......... . . . .. Oklahoma 
Chadwick, Walter . . . . . . · · · · · · · · · · · · · New Mexico 
Coats, H_arl .. ... ...... . ·.·: · · · · · · · · · · · · New Mexico 
Co?k, Mlldred . . . . . . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Arkansas 
Fncks F · .... ·.... A. k ' anme Lou . . . . · · · · · · · · · · · · · r ansas 
~arn~r, Roland . . . . . . . · · · · · · · · · · · . Arkansas 
~rrts, Roy Bo,vlin · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Arkansas 
Hmds Roy · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Ark Joh ' .. · ........... .. .. .. ansas 
K' nson, Chris tina . . . . . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·. Kansas 
Iv_ett, Olga . . . . . . . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · . Arkansas 
Mam, Thelma . . . . . . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Oklahoma 
Oldham, Lewis T. . . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .- · · · Oklahoma 
Pogue, Hugh Lafette . ... . ... . ... . ...... . Oklahoma 
~f:~es, David Willis .·.·. ·. ·.·. ·.·. ·.·. · ....... New Mexico 
S 
oos, _Ruby Frances . . . . · · · · · · · · · Arkansas 
tandndge Th d .. ...... · K  · ' eo ore · · · · · · · · · ansas 
Uit ,George . . . . . . . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .. Arkansas 
Thedford, Nell . ... .'.·. ·. · .... · · · · · · · · · · · · · .. Oklahoma 
Warren,_ Homer ..... .. . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Arkansas 
2
\\:'oodbndge, Judson · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .. Iowa 
Impelmann, Theodor~ · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Kansas 
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Kentucky 
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104 HARPING COLLEGE 
GENERAL INDEX 
Absences. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24 
: Holidays . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23 
Admission 
To College . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32 
To Academy ... ... ..... . .... .. ............. .. 85 
Committee on . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . 6 
Advanced Standing 
College . . ......... . .. .. ...... . ......... .. .... 34 
Academy .... . . .... . ..... . . .. . . . ... . ... . ..... 85 
Committee on . . ..... .. .......... .. ....... . .. . 6 
Affiliation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 5 
Algebra 
College . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 52-53 
Academy ............. . ..... . . . .. ... . ... . ... 94 
Amount of work 
· College . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 37 
Academy ... ..... ....... .. ........ ....... . ... 85 
Arithmetic . ... . ..... . ...... ...... .. ... . .. ... ... 98 
Athletics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21 
Bible · 
College .. ............ . • .. •.... . . •. •••..•..... 39 
Academy .......••••••••••••••.•.••••••••••..• 88 
Biological sciences . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 42 
Board . .... . . ... . .... ....... ...... . .... ... ... .. 28 
Board of Directors . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Board of Directors, Advisory . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
Bookkeeping .. .... . . .. . .. .. ....... .. ......... . . 97 
Botany .. ............... . .. . ... .. .. .......... . . 43 
La bora tory . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17 
Buildings . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16 
Business courses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 95- 100 
Calendar . ..... .. . .................... .. . . ...... 3 
Campus ..... .... ... . ......... .. ......... . .... .. 17 
HARDING COLLEGE 105 
65 Certificate in piano . ... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
29 Cert ificates, Teachers' ...... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Chemistry 
College .... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Acaden1y .............. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Laboratory .. . ..... .. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Civics ................ · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
57 
95. 
17 
92 
24 Class Absences .. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
2
3 
Class Changes .. . .. . .. . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
C 11 Cl b .......... 28 o ege u ......... ·.... . ... .. . ... ... 32 
College of Arts and Sctences .. . .. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Committees · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 2~ 
Contests .. . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Credit hour . . .. . · · · · ·.· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Debating ............. ... · · · ... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Degree, Requirements for ... . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Discipline .. .. ..... .. . · . · · · · · · · · · · · · : · · · · · · · · · · 
Domestic Science (see Home Economtcs) 
Economics ..... . ...... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
34 
20 
34 
23 
61 
Education 43 
College . . . .. . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·89 
Academy . .... ... .. . ··· · ·············· · ······ · 
. I S d' 15 Educatwna tan mg .. .. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
English 
College .. .. . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Academy ... ... . .. .. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Examinations, term ... .. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Examinations, Entrance .. · · . . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
46 
89 
24 
32 
Expenses 26 
C II 0 0 .. . .. 0 • • ••• • o ege .. · .. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 8 
A. d ......... 9 . ca emy . . ... .. .... .. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Expression, Department of .. . . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 71 
Faculty 
College ...... ........ 7 •• • 0 •• • • • •• •• ••• • 0 . 0 •••• • 
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106 HARDING COLLEGE 
School of Fine Arts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11 
Academy .......... .. ....... . ................ 81 
Training School . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 82 
Fees 
College and Fine Arts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27 
Academy and Commercial ......... : . . . . . . . . . . 98 
F rench 
College ........... ... ............ • ........ :- . . . 54 
Academy .. •.. . .. .. ... ..... ...... . . . ........ 91 
Geometry, Plane ... ..... ...... .......... .. ..... 94 
Solid .. .. .. . .......... . . . ....... . ... .. . ...... 95 
Germal\ ................ . ....... . ....... . ... ... 55 
Glee Club . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21 
Government ....... ... ......... . .... .. .. ..... 61-92 
Grade points . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34 
Gradles ....... . . . ....... .. ..... . ........... .. .. 24 
Graduates 
College ... . .... . ... . ... . .......... . .. ..... . .. 76 
Academy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 101 
Graduation, Requirements for 
College . . . . ........ . ...... .... ...... . . .. .. . .. 34 
School of Fine Arts . . .... . ......... .. .. ~ . . . . . 63 
Academy ......................... . ........... 86 
Grammar ................ . ...... . . . .. .. . ....... 47 
·Greek ......................................... 38 
Harding College, The name .... .. .... . ...... .. . . 14 
History 
College . ... .. . ................ . ....... . .. . . .. 60 
Academy ... .. .. . ....................... . .... 91 
History of the school . . . . . . . . . .•. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • 13 
Holidays .. . ..... . ... . ............... . ....... . .. 23 
Home Economics 
College .. . .. . .... . .. . .. . .... . ... . . . .... . ..... SO 
Academy .. _· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 93 
Honor points (see Grad! Points) 
HARDING COLLEGE 107 
Hour, Definition of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34 
Latin 
College ............ . ..................•••.••. 38 
Academy .... . .. . ...... . . . ....... . ........... 92 
Lectures . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19 
Library ... . ......... . .. .. ... ... .... . ..... .. .... 18 
Literary Societies ........ .. .. . .......... . .. ... . 20 
Lyceum ~ ; . . ............ . . .. . ......... . .. ..... .. 20 
Manual training . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 93 
Mthematics 
College . . .............. . . .. ... . ... . .. . . . .. .. . 52 
Academy ....... . ......... . .. . ....... . ..... . . 94 
Monday night meeting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19 
Oratorical contests .. . .............. . .. . . ... . . . . 23 
Physical sciences, Department of ........ . ....... 57 
Physics 
College ................. .. ... ... : . ............ 59 
Academy .... .. ........ . ... .. ....... . . .. ..... 95 
Piano . ............. .. ................. .. . . .. .. 64 
Certificate in ................... .. ........... 65 
Diploma in . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 63 67 
T " ' UJtlon ..... . ......... . .......... . ...... . .. . 27 
Plan of Work 
College .... . . .... .................. . . .. ..... 35 
Academy ........ . . ..... . ........ . . . . .. ..... 87 
Prizes . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23 
Psychology 
College . . .. .. ............... . ... . .... . ...... 45 
Acaden1y . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 89 
Public Speaking . . ....... . ............ . ........ 72 
Diploma in . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 73 
Tuition ...... .. ...................... . ... . ... 27 
Redpath Lyceum ........ . . . .............. . ... . 20 
Regulations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23 
Reports to Parents ........... . ... .. ... ·' · ...... 24 
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Rooms ...... . . ... . . ..... . . . ..... ... .. . . . ...... 28 
School of Fin Arts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11 
Science . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 95 
Biological . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 42 
Physical .................... . ......... . ... .'. 57 
Shorthand . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 97 
Societies, Literary . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 
Sociology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 62 
Spanish . .. ........ . .... ..... .. . .. ......... .. .. 55 
Standing, Educational . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 
Student Activities ... .... . ... ... ......... . ...... 20 
&. Student publications . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22 
Gc"' Tachers' Certificates . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29 
Transcript of Credits . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25 
Tuition 
College· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27 
Academy ........... .. ... ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 98 
Typewriting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 97 
Violin 
Tuition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .27 
Zoology ............. ... ......... . ......... .. .. 42 
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